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Abstract. We propose a topological approach suitable to establish a connection
between thermodynamics and topology in the microcanonical ensemble. Indeed, we
report on results that point to the possibility of describing interacting classical spin
systems in the thermodynamic limit, including the occurrence of a phase transition,
using topology arguments only. Our approach relies on Morse theory, through the
determination of the critical points of the potential energy, which is the proper Morse
function. Our main finding is to show that, in the context of the studied classical
models, the Euler characteristic χ(E) embeds the necessary features for a correct
description of several magnetic thermodynamic quantities of the systems, such as the
magnetization, correlation function, susceptibility, and critical temperature. Despite
the classical nature of the studied models, such quantities are those that do not violate
the laws of thermodynamics [with the proviso that Van der Waals loop states are mean
field (MF) artifacts]. We also discuss the subtle connection between our approach
using the Euler entropy, defined by the logarithm of the modulus of χ(E) per site,
and that using the Boltzmann microcanonical entropy. Moreover, the results suggest
that the loss of regularity in the Morse function is associated with the occurrence of
unstable and metastable thermodynamic solutions in the MF case. The reliability of
our approach is tested in two exactly soluble systems: the infinite-range and the short-
range XY models in the presence of a magnetic field. In particular, we confirm that
the topological hypothesis holds for both the infinite-range (Tc 6= 0) and the short-
range (Tc = 0) XY models. Further studies are very desirable in order to clarify the
extension of the validity of our proposal.
Keywords: Topology, Thermodynamics, Phase Transitions, Euler Integral.
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1. Introduction
Much effort has been devoted to correlate the underlying topological and geometrical
properties of equipotential manifolds in phase space with the occurrence of a phase
transition (PT) at a critical value of the energy Ec [1, 2]. Indeed, for a class of confining
short-range potentials, very strong arguments support the proposal that a topology
change of the configuration space should take place as the system undergoes a finite
temperature PT [1, 3]. The signature of the referred topology change is expected to be
printed in the topological invariants of the manifold, such us the Euler characteristic
χ(E); besides, the arguments do not exclude mean field (MF) models. Moreover, the
relevance of the singularities associated with the stationary points (critical points) of the
potential energy has been emphasized [4] by the following condition: at a PT the density
of Jacobian’s critical points diverges in the thermodynamic limit, or, by the same token,
the determinant (D) of the Hessian matrix of the potential should be asymptotically
flat at the transition. The two above-mentioned conditions were shown to be fulfilled in
several MF models: XY and k-trigonometric [4]; XY on AB2 chains under frustration-
or field-induced PT’s [5, 6]; and in a model of self-gravitating particles [7]. In addition,
it has been proposed [5] that in the mentioned models the following property holds:
the simultaneous occurrence of the two necessary conditions, namely the D-flatness
condition and the discontinuity or cusp-like pattern exhibited by χ(E) at Ec, emerges
as a necessary and sufficient condition for the occurrence of a finite temperature PT.
However, it was shown [8] that, contrary to previous results [9], the two-dimensional
(2d) short-range φ4 model with O(1) symmetry, which is in the same universality class
of the 2d Ising model, violates the theorem proposed in [3]: neither the transition at Ec
is printed in the Euler characteristic nor the Hessian determinant is flat; similar results
have been found in numerical simulations of the 2d- and 3d short-range XY models [10].
Very recently, this counterexample was circumvented by an extension [11] of the first
version of the theorem [3]. In fact, it was shown [11] that the phase transition of the
φ4 model stems from an asymptotic (N → ∞) change of topology of the energy level
sets, in spite of the absence of critical points of the potential energy corresponding to a
PT. Therefore, the main idea underlying the topological hypothesis is preserved: a PT
might correspond to a change in the topology of the manifolds whose geodesics define
the motions of the system [12].
We also mention that for discrete models, such as the 1d [13] and 2d- Ising
and q-states Potts [14] models, topological arguments can also contribute to the
understanding of the thermodynamic PT of the model [15].
In this work, we shall extend the above-mentioned ideas and propose a topological
approach to establish a connection between thermodynamics and the topology of
configuration space. Indeed, we shall report on results that point to the possibility of
using only topology arguments in order to describe the microcanonical thermodynamics
of interacting classical spins in the thermodynamic limit, including the occurrence of
a PT. Our approach relies on Morse theory [16, 17], through the determination of
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the critical points of the potential energy, which is the proper Morse function. Our
main finding is to show that, in the context of the studied classical spin models, the
Euler characteristic embeds the necessary features for a correct description of magnetic
quantities, such as the magnetization, susceptibility, and critical temperature. Despite
the classical nature of the studied models, such quantities are those that do not violate
the laws of thermodynamics (with the proviso that Van der Waals loop states are mean
field artifacts). We also discuss the subtle connection between our approach using the
Euler entropy, defined by the logarithm of the modulus of χ(E) per site, and that using
the Boltzmann microcanonical entropy. The reliability of our approach is tested in two
systems exactly soluble by standard methods of statistical mechanics: the MF-XY and
the 1d short-range XY models.
2. Euler characteristic and the microcanonical ensemble
The problem of geometrical and topological properties of the microcanonical entropy
associated with a standard classical Hamiltonian with many degrees of freedom H =∑n
i p
2
i /2m + V (q), where q = (q1, ..., qn) and p = (p1, ..., pn), has been undertaken
in detail in [1]. In particular, it has been established that a singular behavior of
thermodynamic observables is originated only from a contribution of topological origin.
These studies gave rise to the so-called topological hypothesis, which suggests a change
of the measure and topology of the equipotential manifold during a phase transition. In
fact, it was suggested that the Boltzmann entropy per independent degree of freedom
(largeN = 2n−1), S(E) = kB
N
lnΩN (E), could possibly be approximated by the addition
of a topological contribution and a smooth function of E, in the following alternative
forms [18, 19, 1]:
S(E) ≈
1
N
lnNc(ME) +R(E) , (1)
and
S(E) ≈
1
N
ln |χ(ME)|+R(E) , (2)
where ME = {q ∈ M : V (q)/N ≤ E}, Nc(ME) =
∑N
k=0 µk(ME) is the total number
of critical points lying in ME , χ(ME) =
∑N
k=0(−1)
kµk(ME) is the Euler characteristic,
µk(ME) is the Morse number, which counts how many critical points of index k lie in
ME , and R(E) is analytical (or at least C
2) around the transition point. Notice that,
while (1) does not seem to present any mathematical inconsistency as an entropy, the
fact that the Euler characteristic of the associated equipotential manifold could be zero
in some cases deserves special care, and will be discussed in Section II.B.
We remark that, since ΩN (E) =
1
N !
∫
ΣE
‖∇H‖−1dσ, where ΣE is the constant-
energy hypersurface in the 2n-dimensional phase space, the derivation [1] of the
approximants for the entropy in (1) and (2) were made using the Gauss-Bonnet-
Hopf Theorem and a complementary result due to Chern and Lashof:
∫
ΣE
dσKG =
1
2
vol(SN−11 )χ(ΣE) and
∫
ΣE
dσ |KG| ≥
1
2
vol(SN−11 )
∑N−1
k=0 bk(ΣE), respectively, where
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S
N−1
1 is an (N − 1)-dimensional sphere of unit radius, KG is the Gauss-Kronecker
curvature of ΣE , and bk(ΣE) is the k-th Betti number of ΣE . In addition, it is argued
that, for large N , ΣE concentrates on S
n−1
〈2K〉
1
2
×Mv=〈V 〉, where S
n−1
〈2K〉
1
2
= {p :
∑n
i=1 p
2
i =
〈2K〉} and Mv=〈V 〉 = {q : V (q) ≤ 〈V 〉}, and also that µi(M) ≈ bk(M). In fact, an
alternative derivation of (1) [1] is to use the condition valid for “normal” systems in
the sense of statistical thermodynamics [20], namely that the Boltzmann entropy is well
approximated by the logarithm of the total number of microscopic states Ω0(E):
Ω0(E) =
1
N !
∫
H(p,q)≤E
dp dq . (3)
We also emphasize that (1) was derived using mathematical arguments that avoid critical
points, i.e., only points in energy intervals between critical values of V (q) are considered.
Notwithstanding, it is argued that the disjoint union of all these open sets should define,
for large N , a good approximation for a smooth function, i.e., the entropy [1].
Many authors took advantage of the expectation that the topology contribution
should dominate the entropy around a finite-temperature phase transition [1, 2, 5, 13,
15, 18, 19]. In fact, the computation of the first term in (1) and (2) became an efficient
means to validate the topological hypothesis, in which case the referred quantities exhibit
a cuspid, or discontinuity, as the energy crosses the critical value Ec. In particular, for
the MF-XY model in a field the ferromagnet transition is absent, thereby leading to
a monotonically decreasing contribution of the Euler characteristic to the entropy for
E > Ec, i.e.,
d
dE
(limN→∞
1
N
ln |χ(ME)|) < 0, while the contribution of the total number
of critical points saturates, i.e., dτ(E)/dE = 0, where [notice that in [1] τ(E) = S˜(E)]
τ(E) =
1
N
lnNc(ME) . (4)
In short, in the thermodynamic limit, the two referred contributions are identical for
E < Ec, monotonically increasing functions of the energy, and bona-fide contribution
to the entropy, whereas for E > Ec they differ drastically and claims for a careful
interpretation.
2.1. Euler Topological Approach to Microcanonical Thermodynamics: Interacting
Classical Spin Models
Here, we shall built on these ideas and results to propose a topological approach that
appears suitable to describe the thermodynamics and phase transition of interacting
classical spins . These models are a restricted set of classical systems, since their
Hamiltonian is defined by the spin interaction potential only, without any sort of kinetic
term. Notwithstanding, as shown below, it is gratifying that some soluble models
that have been used to test the topological hypothesis, such as the MF-XY model
[18], 1d XY short-range model [18], and the k-trigonometric model [19], do belong
to this class of models and can be successfully analyzed within our framework. Our
topological approach is based on the integration with respect to Euler characteristic, the
χ-integral, as proposed by Viro [21] and Schapira [22], and corresponds to an analytical
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interpretation of the classical Euler characteristic. Despite that in the referred proposal
[21, 22], the Euler characteristic as a measure has been devised in a context distinct
from that of differentiable manifolds, a Morse-theoretic interpretation in the context
of manifolds was given to the corresponding χ-integral [23], and also applied to object
enumerations in networks [24]. In this work, these ideas and methods are used in the
context of equipotential manifolds associated with systems of interacting classical spins
in the microcanonical ensemble.
Euler integration [21, 22, 23]: Let V (q) be a Morse function in a N -dimensional
manifold M . Denote by C(V ) the set of critical points qc of V (q). For each qc the
index, k(qc), is defined as the number of negative eigenvalues of the Hessian of V at
qc. Then, the integral of a function f(q) over M with respect to the Euler (Poincare´)
characteristic, i.e., the χ-integral, is defined by∫
M
f dχ =
∑
qc ∈C(V )
(−1)k(qc)f(qc), (5)
which implies ∫
ME,δE
dχ = χ(ME,δE) =
N∑
k=0
(−1)kµk(ME,δE), (6)
where the Morse number µk(ME,δE) counts how many critical points of index k lie in
ME,δE = {q ∈M : |V (q)/N −E| ≤ δE}; and also
χ(ME) =
∫
ME
dχ =
N∑
k=0
(−1)kµk(ME). (7)
The motivation to introduce δE will become clear below. The χ-integral is the main
mathematical concept underlying our topological approach; we also emphasize that this
integral is neither a Riemann nor a Lebesgue integral.
It will prove very useful to define the Euler entropy
Sχ(E) =
1
N
ln |χ(ME,δE)|, (8)
in analogy [see also (1) and (2)] with the microcanonical Boltzmann entropy related to
V (q) (kB ≡ 1):
S(E) ≡
1
N
lnW (E, δE) , (9)
where
W (E, δE) =
∫
ME,δE
dq ∼= Ω(E) δE ; (10)
in the above equation, W (E, δE) is the thermodynamic weight, Ω(E) is the density of
states, and δE is a small allowance in energy of no relevance in the thermodynamic limit
(δE → 0 for classical systems) [25].
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Further, the analogy with the mean value of a thermodynamic quantity O, defined
by
〈O〉(E) =W (E, δE)−1
∫
E<E(q)<E+δE
O(q) dq, (11)
suggests that, in the χ-integral context, 〈O〉 reads:
〈O〉χ(E) = χ(ME,δE)
−1
∑
{qc : |E−E(qc)|≤δE}
(−1)k(qc)O(qc), (12)
where in (12) we emphasize that the degeneracy of the critical points must be properly
considered. For example, in MF models the degeneracy is equal to the Morse number,
whereas for the short-range XY model the counting is a bit more complex. Last, we
introduce the Euler temperature (Tχ) through the analogy
1
T
=
∂S
∂E
→
1
Tχ
= lim
N→∞
Sχ(E2)− Sχ(E1)
E2 − E1
(13)
In computing the thermodynamic temperature, we can make ∆E = E2−E1 arbitrarily
small. However, in computing Tχ, we should pay attention to the Noncritical Neck
Theorem [26], and therefore, we choose ∆E as the exact distance between neighboring
critical values E2 and E1, otherwise the Euler characteristic would not change. This
choice is adequate since we expect that the distance between neighboring critical points
approaches zero in the thermodynamic limit. This derivation process also applies to
any E-function topological invariant. We stress that Tχ is an intensive variable in the
context of the topological approach. However, due to the classical nature of the models,
the Euler temperature is identical to the thermodynamic one only in some special limits:
at T = 0 and at T = Tc.
Finally, in order to apply the techniques introduced in this Section, some conditions
should be satisfied. We believe that a minimal list of necessary requirements would be:
(i) the critical levels of the potential V (q) are distributed along the same energy interval
where the Boltzmann entropy is defined; and (ii) the distance between neighboring
critical levels approaches zero as N →∞, i.e., the set of these levels should be densely
distributed in the thermodynamic limit.
As previously mentioned in the Introduction, the 2d short-range φ4 model with
O(1) symmetry was shown [8] to violate the necessity theorem proposed in [3]: the
transition at Ec is not printed in the Euler characteristic. From this, it is clear that our
proposal does not apply to the 2d φ4 model, since condition (i) above is not satisfied.
Interestingly, we have noticed that other models, such as the MF φ4 model [27], the
1d Peyrard-Bishop model [28], and the Burkhardt solid-on-solid model [29], where the
behavior of the Euler characteristic is in conflict with the topological hypothesis, have
a common feature, namely the configuration space is non-compact. In fact, for all the
models mentioned above, the configuration space is RN , which is clearly non-compact.
Whether the condition of compactness is the missing hypothesis in the necessity theorem
[3] is an open question. Lastly, at the MF level, we remark that for all models satisfying
the topological hypothesis, a consistent Landau φ4 model near Ec can be derived by
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requiring that the associated order parameter is small (scaling region), with critical
exponents obeying scaling relations.
2.2. Boltzmann and Euler Entropies, and Negative Spin Temperature
As previously stated, it is well known that for normal systems in the sense of statistical
thermodynamics [20] W (E, δE) can be well approximated by Ω0(E). However, in ideal
spin systems with an energy upper bound (no positive unbounded kinetic energy term),
high energy states may violate this condition and give rise to negative spin temperatures.
Recently, this feature raised some controversy [30, 31] and in the following we shall
digress on this matter.
In an attempt to resolve the discrepancy between the results derived using the
Boltzmann entropy and Ω0(E) [for the referred classical models], in [31] the authors
suggested that the correct approach is the one using Ω0(E), thereby excluding the
occurrence of states with negative spin temperature and replacing them by a state of
infinite temperature in the entire high energy region associated with the saturation
of Ω0(E). However, in this work we shall present statistical mechanics and topology
arguments that point to the consistency of the Boltzmann and Euler entropies in the
description of the magnetic properties of the infinite and short-range XY models, in
which case a proper interpretation of negative spin temperature states is provided in
the context of ideal interacting classical spin systems.
Some remarks are in order:
(i) Since, to the best of our knowledge, models suitable to a topological approach
based on Morse theory behave classically, some well known drawbacks due to the
continuous energy spectrum may arise, particularly at low temperatures, thereby giving
rise to results that might violate the laws of thermodynamics, such as a nonzero specific
heat. Most importantly, in the case of the studied XY models, the Boltzmann entropy
exhibits singular behavior as T → 0 [32, 33]. On the other hand, the Euler entropy
is positive definite and, as such, it approaches zero as T → 0 (and the specific heat
as well). Remarkably, despite the referred subtleties due to the classical nature of
the models, their magnetic properties, such as the mean magnetization, susceptibility,
critical temperature, and correlation function (short-range model), do not violate the
laws of thermodynamics (with the proviso that Van der Waals loop states are mean
field artifacts) and can be exactly calculated using either the Boltzmann description of
microcanonical thermodynamics or the topological approach based on the Euler entropy
and Morse theory.
(ii) From the above discussion, it is clear that the classical nature of the models
precludes the possibility of an equality between the Boltzmann and Euler entropies in
the thermodynamic limit, as for the 1d Ising model in a field [13], in which case the
equality follows from the discrete symmetry of the model. In fact, using a topological
procedure to study phase transitions that suits discrete models [14], it was shown that,
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in zero field,
lim
N→∞
ln |χ(XY )|
N
= lim
N→∞
ln |χ(Ising)|
N
= lim
N→∞
SIsing
N
, (14)
where the first and second terms are the per-site Euler entropies of the 1d- short range
XY and Ising models, respectively, while the last one is the Boltzmann entropy of the
1d Ising model. Moreover, there is no violation of the laws of thermodynamics at low
temperatures, although the high-energy states do exhibit negative spin temperatures,
which are formally mapped onto antiferromagnetic states at positive temperatures. This
feature is also confirmed in this work, in the context of the MF and the 1d short-range
XY models.
(iii) From a statistical mechanics viewpoint, the equivalence between the canonical
and microcanonical ensembles implies the following relations in the thermodynamic
limit (N → ∞): Z(β) =
∫∞
E0
e−NβEΩ(E) dE and Ω(E) = 1
2πi
∫ β′+i∞
β′−i∞
Z(β)eNβE dβ, with
β defined in the complex plane and E0 is the minimum energy of the system. It is well
known that, for N →∞, the use of saddle point techniques, in either of the two previous
relations, enables us to derive the thermodynamic relation connecting both ensembles:
F = E−TS, where F = − 1
βN
lnZ and S = 1
N
ln Ω are the Helmholtz free energy and the
Boltzmann entropy per degree of freedom [34, 20], respectively. Notwithstanding, here
it is shown that in order to achieve a more complete understanding of the equivalence
of ensembles in the context of the models, it is instructive to extend the domain of T
to negative spin temperatures and to search for the unstable and metastable solutions.
We stress that negative spin temperature states, which are “formally” allowed only for
systems with an energy upper bound and spins loosely coupled to the other degrees
of freedom (ideally uncoupled in our spin-only systems), were first considered in the
context of experiments in nuclear spin systems [35], and subjected to an analysis of
relevant aspects of their thermodynamics and statistical mechanics properties [36, 37]. A
variety of models predicting states with negative temperatures has attracted continuous
interest: anti-shielding effect and superluminal light propagation under reversed electric
fields [38], cosmological model describing dark energy and supermassive black holes [39],
unconfined quark-gluon plasma [40], decoherence [41], PTs, metastability, entanglement
in bipartite quantum systems [42], and optical lattices under parabolical potentials
[43, 30]. However, it has been shown [44] that states at negative absolute temperature
(TN) are metastable and heat can flow irreversibly to a reservoir at an absolute positive
temperature (TP ). In the experiments of Purcell and Pound [35] the lattice plays the
role of the TP reservoir, albeit the observed relaxation time is indeed much longer than
those relaxation times for ordinary spin excited states. The referred metastability, or
the lack of equilibrium TN states, is a result of the combination of Ramsey’s postulate
of the second law of thermodynamics for TN states, with that of Kelvin for TP states;
although both postulates agree with that of Clausius: heat flows from a hot reservoir
to a cold one. In fact, in the microcanonical ensemble, TN states appear as energy
increases from the low-energy range to the high-energy one, i.e., from cold to hot;
thereby the equivalence with the canonical ensemble would imply the following T -range:
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0+, . . . ,+T, . . . ,∞,−∞, . . . ,−T, . . . , 0−. Despite that our main goal in this work is to
establish the connection between statistical mechanics and topology in the context of
the microcanonical ensemble of macroscopic systems in equilibrium, we remark that
the extensive Boltzmann entropy S = lnW is the starting point in the study of the
irreversible time evolution of macroscopic systems out of equilibrium [45], as well as in
the microcanonical description of the thermodynamics and phase transitions in “small”
systems [46]. In this context, the case N = 2 of the infinite-range XY model discussed
in Section IV is proved quite instructive.
In short, in the context of ideal spin-only systems, such as the ones studied in this
work, the concept of negative spin temperature is a useful one in the analysis of high
energy states, which, as for the 1d Ising model in a field [13], are formally identified
as antiferromangnetic states at positive spin temperature. Therefore, with this proviso,
the nature of the spin configuration states will be analyzed under the thermodynamic
stability conditions related to the magnetization of the system only.
(iv) Now we discuss the possibility of a vanishing value for the Euler characteristic,
that would lead to a singular Euler entropy. It follows from the well known Poincare´
Duality Theorem [17] that under the assumptions of connectedness, orientability and
closedness (i.e., compact and without boundary [17]), the Euler characteristic of an
odd-dimensional manifold is zero. However, this result cannot be applied to the sets
used in our work, in the context of (6) and (7), since ME and ME,δE have boundaries
and therefore the hypotheses of the theorem are not met. Indeed, the hypothesis of
closedness can not be omitted in our topological approach suitable to describe interacting
classical spin systems exhibiting a PT. For example, ifME is obtained by the attachment
of the minima points, i.e. when we pass the first critical value of V (q), say Emin,
then χ(MEmin) =
N∑
k=0
(−1)kµk(MEmin) = # minima > 0, since µk = 0 for k > 0 and
µ0 = # minima, regardless of the parity of the dimension N . In addition, if one invokes
an analogy with the density of states Ω(E), in (10), then we would define Sχ through
the Euler characteristic of ∂ME = {q ∈ M : V (q)/N = E}, where E is a critical level
of V (q). These level sets are compact, have no boundary, and are of dimension N − 1.
Therefore, the application of the Poincare´ Duality Theorem would imply χ(∂ME) = 0
for N even. However, when E is a critical level of V (q), the set ∂ME is not a manifold,
since the neighborhood of a critical point p ∈ ∂ME is a degenerate quadric, which do
not qualify as a manifold (see page 255 of [1]). In this case, we believe that a proper
way to calculate χ(∂ME) is to use ME,δE and to take limδE→0 χ(ME,δE), in which case
Morse theory can be applied, as described in Sections 2.1, 2.4, and 2.5 (in particular, see
the case N = 2 discussed in Section 4.1). Besides, we also remark that in the spin-only
models analyzed so far [5, 18, 19], the Euler characteristic does not vanish for critical
energies in the interval Emin < E < Emax, regardless the parity of N .
In the next sections, we shall focus on the use of the Euler and the microcanonical
Boltzmann entropies, through (8) and (9), in order to describe the thermodynamics and
PT of the MF and the 1d short-range XY models. The results will allow us to comment
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on the connection between thermodynamics and topology, including subtle aspects that
appear from the specific methodologies of the approaches and the classical nature of the
models.
3. Equivalence of Ensembles in the Infinite-range XY model
We shall first use the above proposed topological approach to describe the infinite-range
XY model in the presence of a field defined by the following potential energy of N
ferromagnetically coupled classical spin vectors of fixed length (≡ 1) [32]:
V (θ; h) =
1
2N
N∑
i,j=1
[1− cos(θi − θj)]− h
N∑
i=1
cos θi, (15)
where θ = (θ1, . . . , θN), with θi ∈ [0, 2π) being the position (angle) of the i-th spin
with h in the x direction, i.e., the x-axis of the chosen xy reference axes. In fact, due
to the rotational invariance symmetry and infinite-range interactions of the model, the
chosen axes and the spin positions are immaterial [5]. It is convenient to introduce the
magnetization, given by
m(θ) ≡ (mx(θ), my(θ)) =
( 1
N
N∑
i=1
cos θi,
1
N
N∑
i=1
sin θi
)
. (16)
Therefore, the potential energy per spin for a given configuration θ reads:
E(θ; h) =
V (θ; h)
N
=
1
2
(1−m2x −m
2
y)− hmx. (17)
The critical points of E(θ; h) are obtained by solving the equation
∂E(θ; h)
∂θi
= mx
sin θi
N
−my
cos θi
N
+ h
sin θi
N
= 0, (18)
for which it is only pertinent to consider the solutions θi = 0 or π, and my = 0
(rotational invariance), which correspond, in the thermodynamic limit, to all values
of mx ≡ M ∈ [−1, 1]; besides, the critical point M = −h is governed by an external
continuous parameter (the field h conjugate toM). However, for a fixed value of h, some
values of M shall manifest more significantly, both in the thermodynamic description
and in the χ-topological approach. We shall thus consider the E(θ; h) vs. M curves,
illustrated in figure 1(a) for h = 0,±0.25,±0.5,±0.75 ± 1.0, and ±1.5, in light of the
special critical points discussed below. In zero field, ∂2E(θ; 0)/∂θ2i = M cos θi/N−1/N
2.
Therefore, at the trivial critical point M = 0, E(θc; h = 0) attains the maximum
value: Emax(h = 0) =
1
2
(magenta square), in which case both solutions θi = 0
and θi = π occur with equal probability at each site i = 1, . . . , N . Further, at the
critical point θi = 0 (θi = π) ∀i, i.e., M = 1 (M = −1), E(θc; h = 0) attains the
minimum value: Emin(h = 0) = 0 (red triangles). However, in the presence of a field,
∂2E(θ; h)/∂θ2i = (M + h) cos θi/N − 1/N
2; hence, for h > 0 (h < 0) E(θc; h) attains
the minimum value, Emin(h) = −|h| (red triangles), only at the critical point M = 1
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Figure 1. Infinite-range XY model: (a) potential energy per spin E(θ;h) vs. M . (b)
M vs. T canonical diagram. (c) M vs. E microcanonical diagram. The full (dotted)
lines correspond to stable solutions with T > 0 (T < 0); the dashed lines are the M -T
van der Waals loops for h = ±0.25 and ±0.5, with spinodal points at Tmax(h) (full
balls).
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Figure 2. (Colour online). (a) h vs. T phase diagram. In the upper (lower) inset we
illustrated the M vs. h diagram for fixed values of T (T = 0). (b) E vs. T diagram.
(c) S vs. E. The T > 0 (T < 0) stable solutions with ∂
2S
∂E2
< 0 are illustrated by full
(dotted) lines; the metastable (unstable) solutions satisfy ∂
2S
∂E2
< 0 ( ∂
2S
∂E2
> 0) and are
illustrated by dashed lines. At the spinodal points [blue curves in figure 2(a) and full
balls in figures. 2(b) and 2(c)], ∂
2S
∂E2
|Tmax = 0 . The dash-dot line corresponds to S vs.
Emax(h) for 0 ≤ h ≤ 1.
(M = −1). Further, for 0 < |h| ≤ 1 the maximum of E(θc; h) is shifted to the critical
point
M = −h, Emax(h) =
1
2
+
h2
2
, (19)
illustrated by the magenta dashed line and squares at distinct field values. Last, for
h ≥ 1 (h ≤ −1), E(θc; h) attains the maximum value Emax(h) = |h| at the critical point
M = −1 (M = 1), illustrated by red squares. We also remark that for 0 < h < 1
(−1 < h < 0), M = −1 (M = 1) is a critical point at which E(θc; h) has the value
E(h) = |h| (curves without symbols at M = ±1), which is neither a maximum nor
a minimum value [saddle point solutions in figures 3(b)-(d)]. The above analysis of
the critical point solutions of E(θc; h), namely M = 0,±1, and −h, will prove most
relevant in the understanding of the thermodynamics and phase transition exhibited by
the model, particularly in the topological context [47].
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3.1. Canonical Ensemble
The exact solution of the model in the canonical ensemble is obtained by the
computation of the partition function, Z(β ≡ 1/T, h,N) =
2π∫
0
N∏
i=1
dθi exp[−NβE(θ; h)].
Performing the integration over the N angular variables and using the saddle point
method (N → ∞), the free energy per particle, F (z; β, h) = − lim
N→∞
1
βN
lnZ(β, h,N),
reads [5]: F (z; β, h) = 1
2
+β−1
[
|z|2/2β−ln 2πI0(z+βh)
]
, where In is the n-order modified
Bessel function and z is the solution of the saddle point self-consistency equation [5]:
z
β
=
I1
I0
(z + βh) = M(z; β, h), (20)
with magnetization M(z; β, h) = − 1
β
∂F (z;β,h)
∂h
. In zero field, the solution of (20) is z = 0
for β < βc = 2, corresponding to a vanishing magnetization, z 6= 0 for β > βc,
corresponding to an ordered phase, and limβ→∞ z = ∞. The energy per particle,
E(z; β, h) = − ∂
∂β
[βF (z, β, h)] is given by
E(z; β, h) =
1
2
[1−M(z; β, h)2]− hM(z; β, h), (21)
whose formal similarity with (17) is due to mean field (MF) character of the solution,
and will manifest explicitly in the microcanonical ensemble [see figures 1(a) and 1(c)].
Indeed, by inverting (21) we find that
M(E; h) = −h±
√
h2 − 2(E −
1
2
) , (22)
which will be useful in our topological analysis. Moreover, using (20) and (21) we can
compute the diagrams M vs. T = 1/β and M vs. E, as shown in figures 1(b) and (c),
respectively, for h = 0,±0.25,±0.5,±1.0, and ±1.5.
Let us now discuss the diagram M vs. T shown in figure 1(b). For 0 ≤ h < 1,
we find three sets of solutions to (20) [48]. The first, with M parallel (antiparallel)
to h for positive (negative) T , corresponds to stable solutions, and are illustrated by
full (dotted) lines in figure 1(b). These stable solutions are characterized by ∂M
∂T
< 0
(∂M
∂T
> 0) for positive (negative) h. The second set, with M anti-parallel to h and T ≥ 0
are metastable solutions, such that ∂M
∂T
> 0 (∂M
∂T
< 0) for positive (negative) h, as shown
for h = ±0.25 and ±0.5 (dashed lines). These metastable solutions start at T = 0 with
M = ±1 (red filled squares) and only exist up to a maximum temperature, Tmax(h),
defined by the singularity ∂M
∂T
|T=Tmax(h) =∞ (full balls). The third set of solutions, also
with M antiparallel to h and T ≥ 0, are unstable solutions, such that ∂M
∂T
< 0 (∂M
∂T
> 0)
for positive (negative) h. These unstable solutions, also illustrated by dashed lines, start
at T = 0 withM = −h (filled squares) and meet the metastable solutions at Tmax(h). In
fact, the metastable and unstable solutions are the corresponding van der Waals loops
in the M vs. T diagram [48]. Notice that Tmax(h = 1) = 0 and for |h| > 1 only stable
solutions, emerging from M = ±1, exist in any T -regime. We also remark on some
special lines: i) the two h = 0 lines meet at the MF critical temperature Tc =
1
2
; ii)
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the MF line of spontaneous magnetization and the T = 0 line, have common extrema
at M = ±1. Most importantly, the critical points, M = 0, M = ±1, and M = −h,
−1 < h < 1, form a continuum (line of critical points) along the T = 0 axis in the
interval −1 ≤M ≤ 1.
3.2. Microcanonical Ensemble
We now turn to the analysis of the microcanonical phase diagram M vs. E shown in
figure 1(c). Since M and E in (21) depend implicitly on T trough (20) for a given h,
we can make a full correspondence between the canonical phase diagram in figure 1(b)
and the microcanonical one in figure 1(c). Therefore, the same notation is preserved;
however, one should notice that, while the arrows in figure 1(b) are oriented from the
lower asymptotic temperature (T = −∞) to the highest one (T = +∞), in figure 1(c)
the flow is defined from cold to hot, i.e., from the lower energy to the higher one, which
matches the following T -range: 0+, . . . ,+T, . . . ,∞,−∞, . . . ,−T, . . . , 0−. Notice that
the critical energy Ec =
1
2
is a fixed point that corresponds to Tc =
1
2
in zero field and
to the asymptotic limits T = ±∞ for nonzero fields. We also remark that by having
extended the T -range to negative spin temperatures, any physical magnetization value
(−1 ≤M ≤ 1) can be accessed under a positive, a negative or a zero field h (obviously,
for h 6= 0, the M = 0 solution is only accessed asymptotically at T = ±∞). We also
mention that the solutions for opposite field directions display reflection symmetry with
respect to the T and E axes in figures 1(b) and 1(c), respectively. Last, we have noticed
that the Boltzmann entropy per particle, S = −∂F (z;β,h)
∂(1/β)
, which can be written as
S(z, β, h) = −
z2
β
+ ln[2πI0(z + βh)]− βh
I1
I0
(z + βh), (23)
can be computed as a function of M , with the aid of (20), such that M vs. S displays
universal behavior for any h [see inset in figure 1 (c)]. Notice that, by using the self-
consistency equation, (20), we can infer that the thermodynamic entropy exhibits a
singular behavior as T → 0. On the other hand, S(z, β, h)→ ln(2π) as β → βc = 2.
In figure 2(a) we illustrate the h vs. T phase diagram. The blue lines are spinodal
points (Tmax, hmax), where the values of Tmax are obtained from the M vs. T van der
Waals loops in figure 1(b) for a given hmax defined by the M vs. h van der Waals
loops shown in the insets for 0 ≤ T < Tc, including the special loop at T = 0 defined
by the critical points M = ±1 and M = −h, as well as other loops for T > Tc,
0 < T < Tc, and T < 0. In the h vs. T phase diagram we also indicate the
stable states with magnetization parallel (antiparallel) to h for T > 0 (T < 0), which
coexist with metastable and unstable states in the interior of the region defined by
the spinodal lines and the line of critical points (T = 0,−1 < h < 1). We mention
that, for an Ising ferromagnet, a MF metastable state has a relaxation time that grows
exponentially with the size of the system [49], whereas for short-range forces the lifetime
of a metastable droplet, i.e., a small region of magnetization antiparallel to the field
created by fluctuations, depends critically on the radius of the droplet and the system
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Figure 3. (Colour online) Infinite-range XY model: level curves for N = 2.
The evolution of the level curves, which changes only at the critical points, are in
correspondence with the thermodynamic solutions (see text).
dimensionality [50, 51]. It is also relevant to remark that van der Waals loops are of
interest in studies of spinodal decomposition, interface tension and profile [52, 46].
Going forward, we now examine the T -dependence of the energy per spin E, as
shown in figure 2(b), whose results do not depend on the direction of h, including the
metastable and unstable van der Waals solutions. An important feature in the E vs. T
plot is that the T < 0 stable solutions, for a given |h|, have energies higher than those
corresponding to T > 0 stable solutions; in fact, the former solutions are thermodynamic
excited states obtained from the latter by reversing h with respect to M [35]. However,
we remark that the E vs. T plot indicates that the zero-temperature behavior of the
specific heat (1
2
per site) violates the third law of thermodynamics.
We complete the description of the thermodynamics of the system by presenting the
behavior of the Boltzmann entropy S vs. E, for several values of h, derived using (20)-
(23), and shown in figure 2(c). For Emin(h) ≤ E ≤
1
2
−
(1
2
+
≤ E ≤ 1
2
+ h2/2 = Emax(h))
and 0 ≤ h ≤ 1, the solutions are stable for T > 0 (T < 0) with ∂
2S
∂E2
< 0, while for
h ≤ E ≤ 1
2
+ h2/2 the solutions are metastable (unstable) for T > 0 with ∂
2S
∂E2
< 0
( ∂
2S
∂E2
> 0); at the spinodal point ∂
2S
∂E2
|Tmax = 0. Here, the dash-dot line (T = 0 line of
critical points) corresponds to S vs. Emax(h) for 0 ≤ h ≤ 1 and, similarly to figure 1(c),
it is obtained by reflection of the h = 0 Boltzmann entropy curve around Ec =
1
2
. As we
shall show in the following section, the Euler entropy, Sχ(E; h), displays a similar pattern
and allows the exact computation of the magnetic properties in the microcanonical
ensemble.
4. Topological approach to the Microcanonical Thermodynamics and Phase
Transition of the Infinite-Range XY Model
4.1. The Case N = 2
Before studying the model in the thermodynamic limit, we find it instructive to present
the topological changes in the configuration space,ME , of E(θ; h) in (17) for its simplest
case, i.e., N = 2; thus ME can be seen as a surface in R
3 and the Morse Theory (see
Section II) promptly provides its evolution as a function of E.
For N = 2, we have only four distinct (θ1c , θ2c) critical configurations: {θc} =
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Figure 4. (Colour online) (a) Index k[θc(nπ)]/N vs. E[θc(nπ;h)]. In the energy region
corresponding only to stable (stable, unstable or metastable) solutions the diagram has
only one branch (two branches) and E(θ;h) is (not) a regularMorse function. (b) Euler
entropy Sχ(E) vs. E [compare with the microcanonical Boltzmann entropy in figure
2(c)]. In (a), N = 103.
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Figure 5. (Colour online) (a) Divergence of ln |Nδ(E)|/N vs. E and jl(E) vs. E
(lower inset) at E = Emax(h) = Ec+h
2/2. In the upper inset we illustrate the change
of scale in δE at Ec =
1
2 from O(
1
N
) to O( 1
N2
). (b) Comparison between Sχ(E) and
τ(E) vs. E. They are very close to each other (see inset); however, the value of Tc =
1
2
is not obtained from the slope of τ(E → Ec).
{(0, 0), (0, π), (π, 0), (π, π)}, plus the solution m = (mx = −h, my = 0). According
to the Noncritical Neck Theorem [26], the shape of ME will not change if there is no
critical points in a given energy interval. Therefore, for each value of h we should
pay special attention to the shape of the critical equipotentials at the associated
critical energy values, as illustrated for the equipotentials ME of E(θ; h) in figure 3
for h = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. For h = 0 all solutions are thermodynamically stable.
In figure 3(a), we find that ME behaves as follows: if E < 0, ME is an empty set;
if E(θ1 = 0, θ2 = 0; h = 0) = E(θ1 = π, θ2 = π; h = 0) = Emin(h = 0) = 0,
we have two critical points (red triangles). The nontrivial equipotentials for h = 0
are straight lines. In fact, since |M | =
√
m2x +m
2
y =
√
|1− 2E|, we can write
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θ1 = θ2 + cos
−1(|1 − 4E|). The lines share a one-to-one correspondence between |m|
and the energy level E. Further, if E(θ1 = π, θ2 = 0) = E(θ1 = 0, θ2 = π), the surface
reaches its highest level, Emax(h = 0) = Ec =
1
2
(black straight lines) and deserves
highlights because these two lines are invariant even in the presence of h. In fact, the
topological changes for 0 < h ≤ 1 are illustrated in figures 3 (b) - 3 (e). Notice that if
E < Emin(h) = E(θ1 = θ2 = 0; h) = −h, ME is an empty set, while if E = Emin(h),
we have a critical point at mx = 1 (red triangle). All equipotentials with energies in
the range Emin(h) < E < Ec =
1
2
[1
2
≤ E < Emax(h) =
1
2
+ h2/2] are simple (closed)
curves; the black closed curves shown in figures 3(b)-3(e) are those associated with the
special value Ec =
1
2
. For 0 < h < 1, the equipotential E(θ1 = θ2 = π; h) = h is the
unique non-simple curve, and crosses itself at the saddle point mx = −1, as shown in
figures 3 (b) - 3 (d); notice that for E = h = 1
2
the referred curve degenerates with
the curve Ec =
1
2
[see figure 3(c)]. Moreover, equipotentials with energies in the range
E(θ1 = θ2 = π; h) = h ≤ E ≤ Emax(h) are solutions corresponding to the van der
Waals loops (metastable and unstable solutions for T > 0) in the thermodynamic limit.
Last, the critical point mx = −h, that appears as two maxima at Emax(h) =
1
2
+ h2/2
in figures 3(b)-3(d), degenerates with the saddle point mx = −1 at Emax(h) = h = 1
[figure 3(e)]. For h ≥ 1, no relevant change in the configuration space is observed.
The results for our smallest interacting system show that, at Ec =
1
2
, a “topological
transition” does take place and is characterized by the occurrence of closed curves for
Ec >
1
2
. Further, the critical points that appear in figure 3(a)-3(c) are those found
in figure 1(a)-1(c). Moreover, we emphasize that the equipotentials inside the black
closed curves, limited by Ec =
1
2
, are high energy states corresponding to negative spin
temperatures in the thermodynamic limit. Notice also that, since this system has only
two neighboring spins, the MF solution is trivially identical to a XY 2-spin 1d system.
We find it instructive to calculate χ(ME,δE) and χ(∂ME) for N = 2 in order to
illustrate the procedure limδE→0 χ(ME,δE) = χ(∂ME). Notice that, while χ(ME,δE) is
exactly calculated via Morse theory, the value of χ(∂ME) is calculated from the level
curves in figure 3, via a triangulation technique. Besides the degenerate maxima at
Emax = (
1
2
+h2/2) [squares in figure 3(b)-(e)], there are the following three critical levels
of V (q) [assume, for simplicity, h > 0]: (i) Emin = −h, which is associated with the
critical point θc(nπ = 0) = (0, 0) of index 0 [red triangles in figure 3(b)-(e)]: therefore
χ(MEmin,δE) = 1. Here, ∂ME is a single point, and then χ(∂MEmin) = 1; (ii) Ec =
1
2
,
which is associated with the two critical points θc(nπ = 1) = (π, 0) and (0, π), both of
index 1 [see the level curves at E = Ec in figure 3(b)-(e)]: therefore, χ(MEc,δE) = −2.
Here, ∂MEc is a curve with χ(∂MEc) = −2, since it can be triangulated with 2 vertexes,
(0, π) ≡ (2π, π) and (π, 0) ≡ (π, 2π), and 4 edges connecting them; and (iii) Eh = +h,
which is associated with the critical point θc(nπ = 2) = (π, π) of index 1 [the saddles in
figure 3(b)-(d) and magenta square in figure 3(e)]: and therefore χ(MEh,δE) = −1. Here,
∂MEh is a “figure 8 curve” with χ(∂MEh) = −1, since we can triangulate it with 1 vertex,
(π, π), and 2 (loop) edges. Notice that for h > 1 the level curve ∂MEh degenerates in
a single point, while for h = 1
2
the levels Ec and Eh coincide, figure 3(c). In this case,
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χ(MEc,δE) = χ(∂MEc) = −3. In short, the limit procedure limδE→0 χ(ME,δE) = χ(∂ME)
is verified and, despite that the critical level sets are odd-dimensional, dim ∂ME = 1, the
Euler characteristic does not vanish. We emphasize, however, that when E is a regular
value, the level set ∂ME is a closed 1-manifold and has a vanishing Euler characteristic,
as can be verified in figure 3, in agreement with the prediction of the Poincare´ Duality
Theorem.
4.2. Morse Theory and Topology of the Configuration Space
We shall now use Morse theory to describe the topology of the configuration space of
the model at any finite N , and in the thermodynamic limit. The isolated critical points
of (18) are θ = θc = (θ1c , . . . , θNc) = {0, π}
N , i.e., all θi are either 0 or π, plus the critical
point mx ≡M = −h under my = 0. Further, if we denote by nπ the numbers of angles
that are equal to π in a given critical point, the magnetization is written as
mx ≡M(nπ) = (1−
2nπ
N
), (24)
which implies that all magnetization values in the interval [−1, 1] are accessed forN ≫ 1.
Therefore, the potential energy per spin at the critical points of (11) reads:
E[θc(nπ); h] =
1
2
[1− (1−
2nπ
N
)2]− h(1−
2nπ
N
). (25)
On the other hand, for a fixed value of E, we can invert the equation above in order to
obtain the two possible solutions for nπ [18]:
n¯(±)π (E; h) =
n
(±)
π (E; h)
N
=
1
2
[1 + h±
√
h2 − 2(E −
1
2
)] . (26)
Lets now examine the Morse number µk(ME ; h), which is the number of critical points
lying in ME with k negative eigenvalues of the Hessian: Eij =
∂2E(θc;h)
∂θi∂θj
, i, j = 1, ..., N,
i.e., with index k(θc; h). At a given critical point, and in the limit N ≫ 1, the Hessian
is diagonal, with matrix elements given by [18]: Eii[θc(nπ; h)] =
[
(1 − 2npi
N
) + h
]
cos θi.
Therefore,
k[θc(nπ; h)] =
{
n
(−)
π if nπ = n
(−)
π
N − n
(+)
π if nπ = n
(+)
π
; (27)
with multiplicity given by the Morse number [18]:
µk(ME ; h) =
(
N
k
)
[1−Θ(k − n(−)π ) + Θ(N − k − n
(+)
π )]. (28)
The maximum value of E is Emax(h) =
1
2
+h2/2 and, therefore, χ(ME ; h) = 0 since
the configuration space is a N -torus; furthermore, it can be shown that [18], for h→ 0,
µk(ME) = 0 for all k > N/2 , (29)
which implies that no critical points with index larger than N/2 exist as long as E < Ec.
It then follows that ME is at most a “half” N -torus for
1
2
≤ E < 1
2
+ h2/2 and a (full)
N -torus for E = 1
2
+ h2/2. We stress that the “abrupt” change at Emax(h) =
1
2
+ h2/2
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embodies the attachment of
(
N
k
)
different k-handles for each k ranging from N/2+ 1 to
N . This topology change at Ec(h → 0) =
1
2
corresponds to the phase transition in the
thermodynamic limit.
Now, using (26) and (27), we can plot k[θc(nπ; h)]/N vs. E[θc(nπ; h)], as illustrated
in figure 4(a) for h = 0 , 0.25 , 0.5 , 1.0 , 1.5. First, we notice that for 0 ≤ h ≤ 1 and
−h ≤ E[θc(nπ; h)] < h, i.e., 0 ≤
npi
N
< h, E(θ; h) is a regular Morse function, i.e., if θ1
and θ2 are critical points with E(θ1; h) < E(θ2; h), we have k(θ1) < k(θ2) [26]. However,
for h ≤ E[θc(nπ; h)] ≤
1
2
+ h2/2, E(θ; h) is no longer a regular Morse function and
we have two branches: the first associated with the T > 0 (T < 0) stable solutions for
nπ = n
(−)
π ∈ {0, . . . , N/2} (nπ = n
(−)
π ∈ {N/2+1, . . . , ⌊1+h2 N⌋}), while the second branch
corresponds to metastable and unstable solutions for nπ = n
(+)
π ∈ {⌈
1+h
2
N⌉, . . . , N}.
Further, for h > 1 we again have only one branch corresponding to T > 0 (T < 0) stable
solutions with nπ = n
(−)
π ∈ {0, . . . , N/2} (nπ = n
(−)
π ∈ {N/2 + 1, . . . , N}). We remark
that, by symmetry arguments, for h < 0 the stable (metastable and unstable) solutions
are associated with n
(+)
π (n
(−)
π ). The above results are in full qualitative agreement with
the thermodynamic phase diagram shown in figure 2(a).
4.3. Euler Characteristic
The separation of indexes into two distinct branches gives us hints on the subtle
connection between the thermodynamic entropy and the Euler characteristic. In fact,
by summing only over the critical points with indexes corresponding to each branch
in figure 4(a), we split χ(ME ; h) into two distinct contributions: one corresponding to
stable solutions and the other to metastable and unstable ones.
Since the Euler characteristic of ME is a weighted sum over the Morse numbers,
(7), it follows from (28) that
χ(ME ; h) = (−1)
n
(−)
pi
(
N − 1
n
(−)
π
)
+ (−1)N−n
(+)
pi
(
N − 1
N − n
(+)
π
)
, (30)
where we have used the identities Θ(x − y) = 1 − Θ(y − x) and
∑m
k=0(−1)
k
(
N
k
)
=
(−1)m
(
N−1
m
)
. Now, observe that for N ≫ 1 we can approximate (30) by
χ(ME ; h) ∼= (−1)
n
(−)
pi
(
N
n
(−)
π
)
+ (−1)N−n
(+)
pi
(
N
N − n
(+)
π
)
. (31)
It does corresponds to the Euler characteristic of ME,δE , (6), which is the quantity we
are interested in order to put forward its connection with the Boltzmann entropy. In
fact, taking δE > 0 smaller than the distance between neighboring critical points,ME,δE
contains only those critical points with n
(−)
π (E) and n
(+)
π (E) angles equal to π, i.e., with
index n
(−)
π and N − n
(+)
π , and multiplicity given by
(
N
n
(−)
pi
)
and
(
N
N−n
(+)
pi
)
, respectively:
N ≫ 1⇒ χ(ME ; h) ∼= χ(ME,δE ; h). (32)
Now we can safely take limδE→0 χ(ME,δE) and associate the result of this limit with
χ(∂ME).
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In the thermodynamic limit, Sχ in (8) reads (suppose h > 0):
Sχ(E; h) =
1
N
ln
∣∣∣∣∣
(
N
n
(−)
π
)(
1 + (−1)−Nh
(
N
N−n
(+)
pi
)
( N
n
(−)
pi
)
)∣∣∣∣∣
=
1
N
ln
(
N
n
(−)
π
)
+
1
N
ln
∣∣∣∣∣1 + (−1)−Nh
( N
N−n
(+)
pi
)
( N
n
(−)
pi
)
∣∣∣∣∣ ;
S(−)χ (E; h > 0) = −n¯
(−)
π ln n¯
(−)
π − (1− n¯
(−)
π ) ln(1− n¯
(−)
π ), (33)
where n¯
(±)
π (E; h) is defined in (26) and, to obtain (33), we have used that h > 0 implies(
N
N−n
(+)
pi
)
/
(
N
n
(−)
pi
)
→ 0, for N → ∞ [53]. This limiting process corresponds to a Maxwell
construction to the van der Waals loops. In fact, we stress that the second term in (31) is
associated with metastable and unstable solutions, and should be calculated separately:
S(+)χ (E; h > 0) = −n¯
(+)
π ln n¯
(+)
π − (1− n¯
(+)
π ) ln(1− n¯
(+)
π ). (34)
Notice that the expressions for both S
(−)
χ and S
(+)
χ are formally identical to that of a
Fermi system with 0 ≤ n¯
(∓)
π ≤ 1 [20], and positive definite. A similar expression also
appears in the context of the k-trigonometric model [19, 54]. The origin of this fact
is due to Morse theory and the occurrence of isolated critical points θ = (θ1, ..., θN) of
V (θ; h) with only two values for θi: 0 or π.
For h < 0 the stable (metastable and unstable) solutions are associated with n
(+)
π
(n
(−)
π ). In zero field, the two contributions to the Euler characteristic in (30) or (31) are
identical, since n
(−)
π (E; h→ 0) = N−n
(+)
π (E; h→ 0). Therefore, in the thermodynamic
limit, Sχ(E; h → 0) can be obtained from either (33) or (34). We remark that, since
at E = Emax, MEmax is a N -Torus, χ(MEmax) = 0. However, for practical purposes,
we extend χ(ME ; h) at E = Emax by continuity of (30); likewise for Sχ and other
quantities defined in terms of χ(ME ; h). In figure 4(b), we plot Sχ(E; h) which is the
analog of the microcanonical entropy, in figure 2(c), in the context of our topological
approach, including stable, unstable and metastable solutions. Indeed, these solutions
occur in the same energy intervals and with the same pertinent convexities [compare
figures 2(c) and 4(b)]. These results strongly suggest that the loss of regularity in the
Morse function (potential energy) is associated with the occurrence of unstable and
metastable solutions. We remark that the dashed-dot magenta line in figure 4(a) or
4(b) corresponds to k[θc(nπ; h)] or Sχ(E; h) vs. Emax(h) for 0 ≤ h ≤ 1, respectively;
similarly to the entropy plot in figure 2(c), this line is also obtained by reflection of the
zero field line around Ec =
1
2
.
Notice that, differently from the singular behavior of the Boltzmann entropy,
the Euler entropy (and the corresponding specific heat) vanishes as E → Emin by
construction; notwithstanding, both the Boltzmann and the Euler temperatures vanish
for E → Emin. In this context, we remark, without further interpretation, that the
thermodynamic weight is calculated using the continuous energy spectrum, while the
Euler characteristic is calculated using the discrete energy levels associated with the
critical values of the potential. Additionally, Sχ(E; h)→ ln 2 as E → Ec due to discrete
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nature of the critical energy levels, while, as expected, S(E; h) → ln(2π), figures 4(b)
and 2(c), respectively.
Now we study the quantity τ(E; h) defined in (4). We shall focus on the calculation
of the stable solutions associated with n
(−)
π ; therefore,
Nc(E; h,N) =
N∑
j=0
µj(ME; h) =
n
(−)
pi∑
j=0
(
N
j
)
. (35)
Then, we have, for h > 0 and n
(−)
π (E; h) ≤ N/2:(
N
n
(−)
π
)
≤ Nc(E; h) (36)
and
Nc(E; h) =
(
N
n
(−)
π
)
1 +
n
(−)
pi −1∑
j=0
(
N
j
)/( N
n
(−)
π
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤1

 ≤
(
N
n
(−)
π
)
{1+n(−)π }.(37)
However, since 0 ≤ n
(−)
π ≤ N ,
lim
N→∞
1
N
ln(1 + n(−)π ) = 0, (38)
and we thus find that for N ≫ 1 and n
(−)
π ≤ N/2:
τ(E; h) =
1
N
lnNc(E; h) ∼
1
N
ln
(
N
n
(−)
π (E; h)
)
. (39)
Therefore, in the thermodynamic limit:
τ(E; h) = −n¯(−)π ln n¯
(−)
π − (1− n¯
(−)
π ) ln(1− n¯
(−)
π ), (40)
which is identical to Sχ(E; h) in (33), under the condition n¯
(−)
π (E; h) ≤
1
2
. For h < 0
the stable (metastable and unstable) solutions are associated with n
(+)
π (n
(−)
π ).
On the other hand, for N ≫ 1 and n¯
(−)
π (E; h) > 12 ,
τ(E; h) =
1
N
lnNc(E; h) ∼ ln 2. (41)
Therefore, in the thermodynamic limit, τ(E; h) saturates for E ≥ 1
2
, in contrast to
the predictions from both the Boltzmann entropy, (23) and figure 2(c), and the Euler
entropy Sχ(E; h), (33) and figure 4(b).
Last, we find it instructive to study the energy difference between two arbitrary
neighboring critical levels, i.e.,
∆E = E[θc(nπ); h]− E[θc(nπ − 1); h] =
2
N
[M(nπ) + h] +
2
N2
. (42)
As illustrated in figure 5(a), ln |N∆E|/N vs. E diverges for points along the line of
critical points M = −h, i.e., Emax(h) for 0 ≤ h ≤ 1. Notice that for M(nπ) = −h, ∆E
is of O( 1
N2
), including at the PT: M(nπ) = 0 and h = 0, as shown in the upper inset of
figure 5(a) for Ec =
1
2
. Further, we can also study the saddle-point contributions from
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the critical points in the neighborhood of E to the entropy, i.e., the density of Jacobian’s
critical points, jl(E), given by [4]
jl(E) = lim
N→∞
1
N
ln
( ∑
θc∈Ql(E,E+ǫ)
J(θc)
/ ∑
θc∈Ql(E,E+ǫ)
1
)
, (43)
where J(θc) is the Jacobian determinant, Ql(E,E+ǫ) denotes the set of critical points θc
with index k(θc) = l (mod 4) and with critical values E(θc)/N in the interval [E,E+ǫ].
For the present model, jl(E) can be derived analytically [4]: jl(E) =
1
4
ln
∣∣∣ 2
E−( 1
2
+h2/2)
∣∣∣.
As shown in the lower inset of figure 5(a), jl(E) indeed diverges for 0 ≤ h ≤ 1 at
Emax(h) =
1
2
+ h2/2 [5]. Noticeably, ln |N∆E|/N and jl(E) diverge at the same critical
values. In fact, we find that
ln |N∆E|/N = 2[ln 2− jl(E)]. (44)
4.4. Microcanonical Magnetization via Euler Measure
With the aim to assess thermodynamic quantities, such as the magnetization, from a
topological viewpoint, we can compute the mean magnetization, Mχ(E; h), using either
an average over ME or ME,δE , (12), in agreement with (32). In fact, averaging over ME ,
we have
Mχ(E; h) =
∑
{θc:E(θc;h)≤E}
(−1)k(θc;h)
[
1− 2npi(θc;h)
N
]
χ(ME ; h)
. (45)
Taking into account the index k[θc(nπ; h)], (27), and the degeneracy of the critical points
given by the Morse numbers, (28), we can write
Mχ(E; h) =
1
χ
{ n(−)pi∑
k=0
(−1)k(1−
2k
N
)
(
N
k
)
+
N∑
k=n
(+)
pi
(−1)N−k(1−
2k
N
)
(
N
k
)}
=
(−1)n
(−)
pi
(N−1
n
(−)
pi
)
+ 2(−1)n
(−)
pi −1
( N−2
n
(−)
pi −1
)
(−1)n
(−)
pi
(N−1
n
(−)
pi
)(
1 + (−1)−Nh
(
N−1
N−n
(+)
pi
)
(
N−1
n
(−)
pi
)
) −
−
(−1)N−n
(+)
pi
( N−1
N−n
(+)
pi
)
+ 2(−1)N−n
(+)
pi −1
( N−2
N−n
(+)
pi −1
)
(−1)N−n
(+)
pi
( N−1
N−n
(+)
pi
)(
1 + (−1)Nh
(
N−1
n
(−)
pi
)
(
N−1
N−n
(+)
pi
)
) , (46)
where we have made the substitution (N − k) → k in the second sum of the first
equality and used the identities:
∑m
k=0(−1)
k
(
N
k
)
= (−1)m
(
N−1
m
)
and
∑m
k=0(−1)
kk
(
N
k
)
=
N(−1)m
(
N−2
m−1
)
.
Now, in analogy with the procedure that leads to (32), we find for N ≫ 1
Mχ(E; h) ∼=
(
1 + (−1)−Nh
(
N
N−n
(+)
pi
)
( N
n
(−)
pi
)
)−1{
1− 2
n¯
(−)
π
1− 1/N
}
−
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−
(
1 + (−1)Nh
(
N
n
(−)
pi
)
( N
N−n
(+)
pi
)
)−1{
1− 2
1− n¯
(+)
π
1− 1/N
}
(47)
=
1
χ(ME,δE; h)
∑
|E(θc;h)−E|≤δE
(−1)k(θc;h)
[
1−
2nπ(θc; h)
N
]
. (48)
Since h > 0 implies limN→∞
( N
N−n
(+)
pi
)
/
( N
n
(−)
pi
)
= 0 [53], in the thermodynamic limit, the
stable solution reads:
M (−)χ (E; h > 0) =
(
1− 2n¯(−)π (E; h)
)
, (49)
where n¯
(±)
π (E; h) is defined in (26). This corresponds to the Maxwell construction
solution to the thermodynamic magnetization. On the other hand, similarly to the
analysis for k[θc(nπ; h)] and Sχ(E; h), the metastable and unstable solutions are obtained
from the second term of (48), and should be calculated separately:
M (+)χ (E; h > 0) =
(
1− 2n¯(+)π (E; h)
)
. (50)
On the other hand, for h < 0 the stable (metastable and unstable) solutions are
associated with n
(+)
π (n
(−)
π ).
Remarkably, the expressions for Mχ(E; h), whether stable, metastable, or unstable
solutions are identical to the Boltzmann microcanonical thermodynamic ones in (22).
In analogy withMχ(E; h), we can also define a mean magnetization via the entropy
τ(E; h) [Mτ (E; h)]. In fact, the expression for it reads
Mτ (E; h) =
1
Nc(E; h,N)
∑
{θc:E(θc;h)≤E}
(1−
2nπ(θc)
N
), (51)
where Nc(E; h,N) is given in (35). We shall focus on the calculation of the stable
solutions associated with n
(−)
π , i.e. h > 0.
Taking into account the index k[θc(nπ; h)], (27), and the degeneracy of the critical
points given by the Morse numbers, (28), we can write
Mτ (E; h) =
1
Nc(E; h,N)
n
(−)
pi∑
k=0
(
1−
2k
N
)
µk(ME)
= 1−
1
Nc(E; h,N)
2
N
n
(−)
pi∑
k=0
k
(
N
k
)
= 1−
2
Nc(E; h,N)
n
(−)
pi −1∑
k=0
(
N − 1
k
)
= 1− 2
Nc(n
(−)
π (E)− 1; h,N − 1)
Nc(n
(−)
π (E); h,N)
, (52)
where we have used the identity k
(
N
k
)
= N
(
N−1
k−1
)
, and the substitution (k − 1) → k, in
the second equality.
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For large N , it is possible to estimate the value of Mτ in order to compare it with
Mχ. Assuming h > 0 and n
(−)
π ≤ N/2, the value of
( N
n
(−)
pi
)
[
(N−1
n
(−)
pi
)
] is much greater than
the values of
(
N
k
)
[
(
N−1
k
)
] when k ≤ n
(−)
π [ n
(−)
π − 1 ] and, therefore, one has
Mτ (E; h) ≈ 1− 2
( N−1
n
(−)
pi −1
)
( N
n
(−)
pi
) = 1− 2n(−)π (E; h)
N
. (53)
On the other hand, if n
(−)
π > N/2, then it follows that
Mτ (E; h) ≈ 1− 2
(
N−1
N/2−1
)
(
N
N/2
) = 1− 2N/2
N
= 0. (54)
In summary,
Mτ (E; h) =
{
1− 2n¯
(−)
π = Mχ if n¯
(−)
π ≤ 12
0 if n¯
(−)
π >
1
2
. (55)
Thus, Mχ coincides withMτ , derived using τ(E; h) instead of χ(ME ; h), only for E ≤
1
2
.
In addition, Mτ vanishes precisely in the region where τ(E; h) saturates, which is
consistent with the fact that 1/Tτ = ∂τ(E; h)/∂E = 0, i.e. Tτ = ∞, for E >
1
2
.
This result is in agreement with the approach using Ω0(E) and the proposal in [31] to
exclude the occurrence of states with negative spin temperature, but in contradiction
with the prediction using the Boltzmann entropy.
4.5. Critical Temperature
In closing our analysis of the model, we calculate the PT critical temperature of
the system using the Euler characteristic. For this purpose, we compute the Euler
temperature, Tχ, as a function of the energy E. In order to capture the smallest
topology change in the computation of Tχ and, therefore, to identify a topological
analogous for an infinitesimal change, we must study the change induced by those critical
points with the same index. Indeed, the topology change at E = Emax embodies the
attachment of different kinds of indexes, as emphasized in the discussion following (28).
Therefore, at h = 0 and near Ec =
1
2
, Tχ can be computed analytically using the
handle decomposition of the configuration space [17] and unveils a direct relationship
between the Euler characteristic and the PT critical temperature. First, we notice that
χ(M
Ec=
1
2
+) = χ(MEc= 12
) + (−1)k=N/2µk=N/2(MEc= 12
) = 0 [see figure 4(b)], where we
have not considered the contribution of those critical points with index greater than
N/2. Without loss of generality, we now use (28) for N = 2n and nπ = N/2 = n, to
obtain χ(MEc= 12
) = −(−1)n
(
2n
n
)
. Similarly, for the closest critical energy level below
Ec =
1
2
, i.e., Ec −∆Ec, associated with the Morse numbers nπ = N/2± 1 [see (25) for
h = 0], we have,
χ(MEc) = χ(MEc −∆Ec) +
∑
k∈{N/2±1}
(−1)kµk(MEc−∆Ec), (56)
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which implies |χ(MEc−∆Ec)| = 2
(
2n
n−1
)
−
(
2n
n
)
. Last, by noticing that ∆(Ec) = E(nπ =
n)− E(nπ = n± 1) = 1/2n
2 [see (25)], the Euler critical temperature reads:
1
Tχc
= lim
n→∞
1
2n
ln
|χ(MEc)|
|χ(MEc−∆E)|
∆E
= lim
n→∞
1
2n
ln
(
(2nn )
2( 2nn−1)−(
2n
n )
)
1
2n2
= lim
n→∞
n ln
(
2
(
2n
n−1
)(
2n
n
) − 1
)−1
= lim
n→∞
ln
(
1 + 1/n
1− 1/n
)n
, (57)
which, by using ex = limn→∞
(
1 + x
n
)n
, we finally obtain
Tχc = Tc =
1
2
. (58)
We remark that the Euler weight, (−1)k, was a crucial feature in order to prove that
the critical temperature Tc = Tχ(Ec) from the topology of ME . In fact, as τ(E) = ln 2
N
at E = E+c =
1
2
and τ(Ec =
1
2
+
) = τ(Ec =
1
2
) + µk=N/2(M 1
2
), if we attempt to find Tc
from (4):
1
Tτc
= lim
n→∞
τ(Ec)− τ(Ec −∆E)
∆E
= lim
n→∞
ln
(
22n −
(
2n
n
)
22n −
(
2n
n
)
− 2
(
2n
n−1
)
)n
= lim
n→∞
ln

 1− (2nn )22n
1− 3n+1
n+1
(2nn )
22n

n , (59)
we obtain
Tτc = 0 6= Tc =
1
2
. (60)
Then, the behavior of the corresponding Tτ fails just near Ec, as can be inferred from
the comparison of the behavior of τ(E) and that of Sχ vs. E in figure 5 (b). We
stress that the difference between τ(E) and Sχ(E) is negligible except for E very close
to Ec, in which case the slope of τ(E) differs significantly from that of Sχ(E), i.e.,
limE→Ec τ
′(E) =∞, as illustrated in the inset of figure 5(b); notice also that, from (41),
τ ′(E > Ec; h > 0) = 0 (infinite temperature), while, from (33), S
′
χ(E > Ec; h > 0) < 0
(negative temperature).
5. Topological Approach to the Microcanonical Thermodynamics and
Phase Transition of the 1d short-range XY model
We shall now use the topological approach presented above to describe the 1d classical
planar short-range XY model [55], whose potential energy reads (J ≡ 1/4):
V (θ; h) =
1
4
N∑
i=1
[1− cos(θi+1 − θi)]− h
N∑
i=1
cos(θi). (61)
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In the thermodynamic limit, the zero field microcanonical entropy per spin is given by
[33]
S(E) =
β(E)
4
(4E − 1) + ln
[
2πI0(β(E)/4)
]
, (62)
where E is the energy per spin and β(E) is the solution of the self-consistency equation:
(1− 4E) =
I1
I0
(β(E)/4). (63)
Notice that the thermodynamic entropy exhibits a singular behavior as E → 0, while
S(E)→ ln 2π as E → 0.25. Moreover, only at sufficiently low-T does the system obeys
the Equipartition Energy Theorem, with the specific heat in agreement with the MF
result.
The analysis of the topology of the configuration space and the critical points of the
model were reported in [18] and [33], respectively. In calculating the critical points of
(61) we must exploit the rotation invariance of the model. In fact, in [33] the symmetry
was broken by fixing θN = 0, while in [18] a small field h → 0 was applied. We choose
the latter approach since we find it more suitable in computing Mχ. The critical points
of V (θ; h) in (61) are, as done for the infinite-range XY model, θc = {0, π}
N . However,
the critical energy values are determined by the number of boundaries between regions
with the same orientation, i.e., the number nd of domain walls.
It is important to mention that, at h = 0, in addition to the solutions {0, π}N , one
can find other families of critical points. In fact, the total number of critical points is
[33]:
#(θs) =
N−1∑
j=0
|N − 2j|
(
N − 1
j
)
=
N !
{[(N − 1)/2]!}2
. (64)
Now, by noticing that the total number of 0− π solutions is 2N , the difference between
the logarithm per site of the total number of critical points and that of 0− π ones is:
1
N
ln#(θs)−
1
N
ln 2N ∼
lnN
N
, (65)
which goes to zero in the thermodynamic limit. Additionally, the full range of energy
is accessed for N ≫ 1 by the critical values of the 0 − π solutions. In conclusion,
these results suggest that the investigation of the 0 − π solutions suffices to determine
the thermodynamic properties of the model using the Euler Measure. In fact, as will
become clear in the following, this is indeed a suitable choice.
From now on, we consider the family {0, π}N as the only pertinent set of critical
solutions. The energy per particle in a given critical point reads:
E[θc(nd, nπ); h] =
nd
2N
− h
(
1−
2nπ
N
)
. (66)
In addition, the number of critical points with nd domains is 2
(
N−1
nd
)
, and the index k
of a point in configuration space with nd domain walls is k = nd, for h → 0; then, the
Morse numbers and the Euler characteristic are [18]
µk(ME) = 2
(
N − 1
k
)
Θ(nd(E)− k) . (67)
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and:
χ(ME) =
N∑
k=0
(−1)kµk(ME) = 2(−1)
nd(E)
(
N − 2
nd(E)
)
, (68)
respectively; where, for further use, the Zeeman term is considered in (66).
5.1. Mean Magnetization
In zero field, E[θc(nd, nπ); h = 0] = nd/2N and we can thus find the topological
invariants directly as function of the energy E. Therefore, since m(nπ) = (1− 2nπ/N),
in computing Mχ using (68), we have
Mχ(E) = χ(ME)
−1
∑
nd≤⌊2NE⌋
(−1)nd
[∑
npi∈D
(
1−
2nπ
N
)
W (nd, nπ)
]
, (69)
where D(nd, nπ) [W (nd, nπ)] is the set (multiplicity) of nπ’s configurations with a fixed
nd. In fact, W (nd, nπ) can be obtained from [13, 56] and is given by
W (nd, nπ) =
{ ( npi−1
nd/2−1
)(
N−npi−1
nd/2
)
+
(
npi−1
nd/2
)(
N−npi−1
nd/2−1
)
, if nd is even
2
(
npi−1
(nd−1)/2
)(
N−npi−1
(nd+1)/2
)
, if nd is odd
, (70)
which for a fixed value of nd satisfies∑
npi
W (nd, nπ) = 2
(
N − 1
nd
)
. (71)
As expected, summing over nπ and nd, one obtains∑
npi,nd
W (nd, nπ) =
∑
nd
2
(
N − 1
nd
)
= 2N . (72)
The inversion of all spins by the transformation nπ → N − nπ maps m(nπ) on
−m(nπ) and preserves the number of domain walls, i.e., for a fixed nd, we have the
same number of configurations with opposite magnetizations. In conclusion, Mχ in (69)
is zero for E 6= 0. However, the case E = 0 (nd = 0), which corresponds either to
θi = 0, ∀i [m(nπ = 0) = 1] or to θi = π, ∀i [m(nπ = N) = −1], must be carefully
analyzed. In the presence of a small field h → 0, we have E(θi = 0) = 0 − h and
E(θi = π) = 0 + h, with an energy gap 2h between the m = ±1 configurations; h
should be smaller than the distance between critical levels, i.e., h < 1/2N , in order to
avoid overlapping between critical levels. Due to the Noncritical Neck Theorem [26],
the topological invariants for −h < E < h are distinct from those with (E > h). So,
to compute Mχ(E) for the first critical point, we have to choose an energy value in the
interval (−h, h), which, due to the fact that we have only one critical point below the
chosen energy level, it thus turns out that Mχ is equal to 1. In short,
Mχ(E) =
{
1 , E = 0
0 , E > 0
. (73)
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Figure 6. (Colour online) Short-range planar XY model. Mχ vs. E diagram,
displaying the expected phase transition at T = 0. In the first inset we plot the Euler
and Boltzmann entropies per site, Sχ(E) and S(E) (in fact, S(E)− ln 2pi), respectively,
vs. energy per site E; in the magnified area around E = 0, we show the data of Sχ(E)
for N = 105, indicating an almost vertical slope, i.e., Tχ → 0 as E → 0. In the second
inset we show the plot of T and Tχ vs. E.
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Figure 7. (Colour online). Short-range planar XY model: (a) microcanonical
susceptibility, χ vs.E. (b) canonical susceptibility, χ vs. T . The insets present the
corresponding correlation functions, 〈σi,i+r〉, for r = 1 and r = 2.
The above argument does not hold for nd 6= 0. Since we now have 2
(
N−1
nd
)
critical
points, the small field h does not affect the natural distribution of critical points with
opposite magnetizations. In fact, for nd = 0 we have only two critical points, while for
nd 6= 0 the number of critical points grows asymptotically with N as N
nd and the field
effect is thus negligible in computing Mχ.
Here we point out that the calculation of Mτ (E) is similar to that of Mχ(E), i.e.,
one just removes the factor (−1)nd in (69), and verify that this procedure does not
change the result of the magnetization: Mτ (E) = Mχ(E).
The diagram Mχ (or Mτ ) vs. E is illustrated in figure 6 for zero field. In the first
inset, we compare the microcanonical entropy and the Euler characteristic. It is clear
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that a phase transition takes place at T = 0.
5.2. Euler Temperature
Now, we apply the definition of the Euler temperature, (13), to the 1d short-range XY
model. Then, using (68), we have
1
Tχ(E)
= lim
N→∞
1
N
ln |χ(nd + 1)| − ln |χ(nd)|
∆E
, (74)
where ∆E = 1/2N , which follows from (66) in zero field. We thus find that
Tχ(E) = lim
N→∞
1
2 ln
(
N−2−nd
nd+1
) . (75)
Since for h = 0 we have E = nd/2N , in the thermodynamic limit Tχ as a function of
the energy reads:
Tχ(E) =
1
2 ln ( 1
2E
− 1)
; (76)
thereby
lim
E→0
Tχ(E) = Tc = 0. (77)
Likewise, we can similarly calculate Tτ at E = 0:
Tτ (E = 0) = 0 = Tχ(E = 0) . (78)
As in the MF case, but differently from the singular behavior of the Boltzmann
entropy in the thermodynamic limit, for the 1d short-range XY model the Euler entropy
vanishes as E approaches zero:
Sχ(E) = −n¯d ln n¯d − (1− n¯d) ln(1− n¯d)
E→0
−→ 0, (79)
where n¯d(E) =
nd(E)
N
= 2E, and use was made of (68). Notice the similarity of (79)
with the MF expressions for Sχ, (33) and (34). In addition, we can also calculate τ(E),
which reads:
τ(E) =
{
Sχ(E) , E ≤
1
4
ln 2 , E ≥ 1
4
. (80)
We emphasize that in the 1d case, the phase transition occurs at Tc = 0, i.e. Ec = 0,
while the saturation of τ(E) occurs at the energy E = 0.25, in which case both the
Boltzmann and Euler entropies attain their maximum value: ln 2π and ln 2, respectively.
This feature is common to both MF and short-range versions. Lastly, from (79) , we
obtain
∂Sχ(E)
∂E
= −2 ln(2E) + 2 ln(1− 2E). (81)
Therefore, limE→0+
∂Sχ(E)
∂E
∼ −2 ln 2E
E→0+
−→ ∞ and lim
E→ 1
2
−
∂Sχ(E)
∂E
∼ 2 ln(1−2E)
E→ 1
2
−
−→
−∞, in agreement with the T -range discussed in section II.B, which implies, in the
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microcanonical ensemble, that Sχ(E) approaches zero at the transition critical point,
Ec = Tc = 0, trough either of the two limits just described. We thus concluded that, by
joining the points Ec = 0 (Tc = 0
+) and E = 1
2
(T = 0−), equivalent to the translation:
Sχ ≡ Sχ(E−
1
2
) for E ∈ [1
4
, 1
2
) and Sχ(E) ≡ Sχ(E) otherwise, Sχ(E) exhibits an umbilical
point with a singular cusp behavior [59] in the vicinity of the transition critical point.
This feature holds true also for the Bolztmann entropy, regardless of its singular behavior
at T = 0, as numerically verified by the T, Tχ vs. E diagram for both entropies (see the
second inset of figure 6). In addition, one should stress that the MF finite Tc occurs
at Tmax of the Euler and microcanonical Bolztmann entropies, and cusp around Tc is
characterized by a finite discontinuity of the entropy derivatives (See figures 2c and 4b).
On the other hand, while the determinant D of the Hessian is zero at the MF finite Tc
(see the inset of figure 5(a), D = 1 for the 1-d short range XY model PT at the Tc = 0.
In any case, the topological hypothesis is preserved (see discussion in section I).
5.3. Correlation Function and Susceptibility
We want to study the following pair correlation function:
〈σi,i+1〉 =
1
N
N∑
i=1
cos(θi − θi+1), (82)
evaluated at the critical points {0, π}N . We see that, for a given configuration, 〈σi,i+1〉
can be written in terms of the number of domain walls nd due to the following
properties: i) for pairs of spins which are displayed outside the domain walls, we have
cos(θi − θi+1) = 1; ii) for pairs of spins displayed between domain walls, i.e., with
opposite spins, we have cos(θi − θi+1) = −1. Now, notice that we have (N − nd) spins
in situation i) and nd spins in situation ii); therefore, we get:
〈σi,i+1〉 =
1
N
[
(N − nd)(1) + nd(−1)
]
=
(
1−
2nd
N
)
. (83)
The above result, put together with (68), allow us to compute the correlation function
analytically through the Euler measure, (12):
〈σi,i+1〉χ(E) =
1
χ(ME)
∑
nd≤⌊NE/2⌋
(−1)nd
(
1−
2nd
N
)
µnd(ME). (84)
Now, using the identity
∑m
k=0(−1)
k
(
N
k
)
= (−1)m
(
N−1
m
)
, we find that
〈σi,i+1〉χ(E)=
[
(−1)nd(E)
(
N−2
nd(E)
)
+ 2(−1)nd(E)−1
(
N−3
nd(E)−1
)]
(−1)nd(E)
(
N−2
nd(E)
) . (85)
Following steps similar to those in Section 4.4, we thus get in the thermodynamic limit:
lim
N→∞
〈σi,i+1〉χ(E) = lim
N→∞
[
1− 2n¯d(E)
]
= 1− 4E, (86)
where n¯d(E) = nd(E)/N. We also remark that in zero field and periodic boundary
conditions the energy per spin of the Ising model, which can be mapped on a two level
system, is given by −1 + nd/2N (for J = 1) [13].
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Comparing (63) and (86), we have for the pair correlation function via the χ-
integral:
〈σi,i+1〉χ(E) = 1− 4E =
I1
I0
(β/4), (87)
which is the well known result for the correlation function of the 1d XY model [55].
Moreover, since the system is 1d and the interaction is among first neighbors only,
〈σi,i+r〉 = 〈σi,i+1〉
r, and the canonical susceptibility reads [55]:
χ(β) =
β
2
[
1 + y(β/4)
1− y(β/4)
]
, (88)
where y(β/4) = I1
I0
(β/4), while the microcanonical version is obtained with the help of
(63).
The susceptibility is plotted in figures 7(a) and 7(b) in the microcanonical and
canonical ensemble, respectively, while the correlation functions are shown in the
corresponding insets for r = 1 and r = 2. As expected, for T > 0, the ferromagnetic
susceptibility diverges as χ(E) ∼= 1/2E2 + O(1/E) [χ(T ) ∼= 2/T 2 + O(1/T )], thus
signaling the phase transition at T = 0, in agreement with Fisher’s results for the
classical Heisenberg model [57]. On the other hand, for T < 0, the antiferromagnetic
susceptibility displays a maximum value χmax = 0.7730 at Tmax/J = 0.8348, in
agreement with Stanley’s exact solution for a linear chain of interacting classical spins
of arbitrary dimensionality [55] [see e.g. figure 5(a), and normalization factors used,
leading to a χmax and Tmax twice bigger than ours]. Our χmax value for the classical XY
model should be compared with that found for the classical Heisenberg model [57, 55]:
χmax = 1.2045 and Tmax/J = 0.2382.
At this point it is instructive to notice that, from a formal point of view, the first-
neighboring correlation function, (84), is similar to the MF magnetization, (45) and
(??), if one replaces nd by k and vice-versa; however, they are not similar as a function
of E, since nd vs. E is not equal to k vs. E. Therefore, we can use this similarity to
conclude that:
〈σi,i+1〉τ (E) =
{
〈σi,i+1〉χ(E) , E ≤
1
4
0 , E ≥ 1
4
. (89)
In addition, since τ(E) imposes an infinite temperature in the region E ≥ 0.25, it implies
a zero value for the correlation function 〈σi,i+1〉τ and the corresponding susceptibility
as well.
In short, the results for the magnetization, critical temperature correlation
function and susceptibility in zero field for the 1d short-range XY model show
complete compatibility between the Boltzmann thermodynamic description and the
topological approach using the Euler entropy. In particular, the spin states in the
negative temperature region are related to those in the microcanonical ensemble with
energies greater than E = 0.25, via (63), and are indeed formally mapped onto the
corresponding antiferromagnetic states at positive temperature. We emphasize that, in
the microcanonical ensemble, the PT displayed in figure 6 is characterized byM(E) = 0
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for E = nd/2N > 0 and a sudden change to the saturated value of the magnetization
at E = 0: M(E = 0) = 1; the spin-rotational invariance is broken in the presence of
h→ 0, as expected for the classical 1d XY model [55]. The first inset in figure 6 shows
that Sχ(E) is zero at E = 0, attains its maximum value at Sχ(E = 0.25) = ln 2, and
decreases to zero at E = 0.5; correspondingly, in this energy interval the determinant
of the Hessian D(E) is defined by two symmetrical straight lines with respect to E = 0:
from D(E = 0) = 1 to D(E = 0.25) = 0, and from D(E = 0.25) = 0 to D(E = 0.5) = 1
(see figure 2 in [33]). In addition, as shown in the second inset, the plot T vs. E exhibits
two branches with singular behavior at E = 0.25, corresponding to the crossing of the
spin temperature from +∞ to −∞. Therefore, D is zero only at this singular value of
energy. The singular behavior at E = 0.25 is also manifested in figure 7 through the
change of sign of the microcanonical susceptibility and first-neighbor spin correlation
function (see the inset of figure 7). A complementary view of the phenomena around
the T = 0 PT is provided via the canonical ensemble, as shown in figure 7: a divergent
ferromagnetic susceptibility on the T > 0 side, and a characteristic AF susceptibility on
the T < 0 side.
6. Discussion and Conclusions
We have proposed a topological approach which have allowed us to establish connections
between thermodynamics and the topology of configuration space in the microcanonical
ensemble. In the last sections, we have reported and discussed on results that point
to the possibility of describing the statistical mechanics of interacting classical spin
systems in the thermodynamic limit, including the occurrence of a phase transition,
using topology arguments only. Our approach relies on Morse theory, through the
determination of the critical points of the potential energy, which is the proper Morse
function. Our main finding is to show that, in the context of the studied exactly solvable
classical models, the Euler entropy Sχ(E; h), defined by the logarithm of the modulus
of the Euler characteristic per site, exhibits subtle connections with the Boltzmann
microcanonical entropy, and allows the exact computation of the magnetic properties,
such as the magnetization, susceptibility, correlation function, and critical temperature,
using the Euler measure. Further, in the MF case, the results suggest that the loss
of regularity in the Morse function is associated with the occurrence of unstable and
metastable thermodynamic solutions.
The reliability of our approach was tested in two classical systems exactly soluble by
standard methods of statistical mechanics: (i) the infinite-range and (ii) the short-range
XY models in the presence of a magnetic field. In (i), we have showed the equivalence of
the microcanonical and canonical ensembles, including metastable, unstable state, and
negative spin temperature states. Remarkably, our topological approach was shown to
be consistent with the thermodynamic description using the Boltzmann entropy. Indeed,
in the thermodynamic limit, in contrast to the entropy τ(E; h) calculated as a sum of
the Morse numbers, which saturates for energies above the critical one, the predictions
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from both the Boltzmann microcanonical entropy and the Euler entropy are dominated
by the multiplicity of the microscopy states at a fixed value of energy. Therefore, unlike
the description using the Boltzmann and Euler entropies, which allows for negative spin
temperature states, the use of τ(E; h) replaces these states by one of infinite temperature
in the entire energy region where τ(E; h) saturates, similarly to the behavior of Ω0(E)
in the region of high-energy states. Moreover, the correct value for the thermodynamic
critical temperature of the model was also found by using the Euler entropy. However,
we stress that the results derived using Sχ(E; h) and τ(E; h) are in full agreement for
E < Ec, and that all the subtleties discussed above are due to the classical nature of
the models (continuous energy spectrum), the critical point being a special one in the
case of zero field. In (ii), within the same scope, our proposed topological approach was
suitable to treat a classical interacting XY spin chain exhibiting a zero temperature
phase transition, including the spin correlation function and magnetic susceptibility.
In particular, we remark that the spin states in the negative temperature region are
related to the high-energy microcanonical ones and are indeed formally mapped onto
the corresponding antiferromagnetic states at positive temperature, similarly to the 1d
Ising model [13]. In contrast to the MF case, the correct thermodynamic magnetization
and critical temperature are obtained from both Euler and τ(E) entropies. This is so
because, for the short-range XY model, Tc = 0. On the other hand, the approach using
τ(E) imposes an infinite temperature in the region E ≥ 0.25, which gives rise to a zero
value for the correlation function and the corresponding susceptibility as well.
In conclusion, the above results strongly suggest that, for quantities that do not
violate the laws of thermodynamics, such as those related to the magnetic properties
of the system, our proposal based on a purely Euler topological approach proved to be
an alternative to describe the microcanonical thermodynamics and phase transition of
interacting classical spin systems. Moreover, We confirm that the topological hypothesis
[1] holds for both the infinite-range (Tc 6= 0) and the short-range (Tc = 0) XY models. In
fact, despite that the Boltzmann entropy is singular at T = 0, while the Euler entropy is
zero, both entropies give rise to identical magnetic properties. Other quantities, such as
the specific heat in the studied XY models, are strongly affected by the classical nature
of the systems. On the other hand, it is rewarding that for the 1d Ising model [13], which
exhibits a discrete symmetry, the referred entropies, and consequently the correspondent
low-T specific heat behavior, are identical in the thermodynamic limit. In addition,
besides the models analyzed in the present work, very recently we have also verified
that the referred approach describes the k-trigonometric model in the same fashion
as it did for the above-mentioned XY models [54]. Finally, pertinent generalizations
of the approach and studies of other classical or semi-classical interacting systems are
very desirable. These studies will certainly shed light on the validity of the proposed
topological approach beyond the referred studied models, and on the necessity of possible
generalizations.
The results presented on the integration with respect to the Euler characteristic in
this work are analytic and sound. Despite that there are other applications of Euler
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integration [23, 24], to the best of our knowledge, this is the first application of this
integration in the context of the topological approach to thermodynamics and phase
transitions. In order to achieve a proper understanding of this integration, it will prove
instructive to apply this concepts to simple two-dimensional compact surfaces of genus
g, previously studied in two distinct situations [18]: i) when the attachment of handles
occurs uniformly as we cross the critical levels, in analogy with the 1d − XY model;
and ii) when we have an attachment of a high number of handles at the same critical
level, in analogy with the MF − XY model. We start with the Torus, i.e., g = 1,
when the function to be integrated is constant; further, we also investigate two cases
with an arbitrary genus g. These topological two-dimensional models are natural choice
to pedagogically illustrate the Euler integration, since they were first introduced as a
means to get insights on the topological approach to phase transitions.
Appendix A.1. Example on the Torus T2
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Figure A1. The height function h on the torus T2.
We start by analyzing the simple case of a Torus T2 and the its height function
h as the Morse function, which has four critical points: a minimum, a maximum, and
two saddles, with critical values Ea < Eb < Ec < Ed (figure A1). Here, we follow the
standard procedure to describe the Torus using tools from Morse theory [17], together
with concepts of Euler Integral [58]. Due to the Noncritical Neck Theorem, if there
is no critical point on a given interval, no topology change occurs. That said, given a
function f , the calculation of
∫
T2
fdχ only depends on the existence of critical points of
the (height) function h and we can split the evaluation of
∫
T2
fdχ in four steps: when
E ∈ [Ea, Eb), E ∈ [Eb, Ec), E ∈ [Ec, Ed), and E ∈ [Ed,∞), which corresponds to the
nontrivial critical intervals (see figure A1). From now on, we denote as the critical set
of the height function h the set {(q, k(q))}, where k(q) is the index of a critical point q
of h.
Let f ≡ 1 be a constant function on the torus. For E ∈ [Ea, Eb), the critical set is
{(a, 0)}. We thus get∫
ME
1 dχ =
∫
ME
dχ =
∑
(q,k)
(−1)k(q) · 1 = 1. (A.1)
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Figure A2. The height function h on a “regular” genus g closed surface T2g.
For E ∈ [Eb, Ec), the critical set is {(a, 0), (b, 1)}:∫
ME
dχ =
∑
(q,k)
(−1)k(q) · 1 = (−1)0 + (−1)1 = 0. (A.2)
Note that, contrary to the Riemann integral, the condition f > 0 does not imply∫
M
f dχ > 0 when f is continuous. In fact, it is even possible to have f > 0
while
∫
M
f dχ < 0. Indeed, in our example, for E ∈ [Ec, Ed), the critical set is
{(a, 0), (b, 1), (c, 1)}, while∫
ME
dχ =
∑
(q,k)
(−1)k(q) · 1 = −1 < 0. (A.3)
Finally, for E ∈ [Ed,∞), the critical set is {(a, 0), (b, 1), (c, 1), (d, 2)}:∫
ME
dχ =
∑
(q,k)
(−1)k(q) · 1 = χ(T2) = 0. (A.4)
Again, the integral vanishes even though the integrating function is positive. These
results show that the comparison between the Euler and Riemann integral may be
subtle.
Appendix A.2. Examples on genus g surfaces
Let us now analyze the genus g surfaces used in figures 9 and 11 of [18] to illustrate
the potential effect of attaching a significant number of handles on the behavior of the
Euler characteristic in comparison with a situation in which only a small number of
handles are attached. Thesesurfaces were chosen as toy models for the 1d short-range
and infinite-range XY models, respectively. Here we will study the dependence of the
Euler Integral on g and the limit g ≫ 1 as well.
The first surface of interest, T2g, is a compact surface with g holes uniformly
distributed, as illustrated in figure A2, while the other surface, T2g,ǫ, is a deformation of
the first one, i.e., the top of each hole is deformed in such a way that the critical points
corresponding to them have the same height hmax − ǫ, as illustrated in figure A4 (for
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simplicity we take hmax = 1). Note that the distance between two neighboring levels
in T2g (see figure A2) is always the same, say ∆E, and except for the two initial levels
Eb1 and E
b
2, each new hole adds one more level to the height of the surface (here E
b
i
and Eti stand for the levels of the bottom and the top of the i-th hole, respectively, as
illustrated in figure A2). Then, we can distributed the levels as
E0 < E
b
1 < E
b
2 < E
t
1 < E
t
2 < ... < E
t
k < ... < E
t
g < E1, (A.5)
which implies a total number of g + 4 levels. It follows that
∆E =
1
3 + g
g≫1
→ 0. (A.6)
Therefore,
Eti =
i+ 2
3 + g
; Ebi = E
t
i −
2
3 + g
=
i
3 + g
, i = 1, · · · , g. (A.7)
Notice that those critical points corresponding to Ebi and E
t
i have index 1, while those
corresponding to E0 = 0 and E1 = 1 have index 0 and 2, respectively. Consequently,
since we are studying two-dimensional surfaces, this toy model does not illustrate the
role played by the attachment of saddles with high order indexes. Additionally, we have
the relation Eti = E
b
i+2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ g − 2.
Appendix A.2.1. The constant function f ≡ 1 on T2g. Let f ≡ 1 be the constant
1 function on T2g. Noticing that the levels can be arranged according to (A.5), we
calculate
∫
f dχ for E ∈ [E0, E
b
1), E ∈ [E
b
1, E
b
2), E ∈ [E
b
2, E
t
1), E ∈ [E
t
i , E
t
i+1) with
i ∈ {1, ..., g − 1}, E ∈ [Etg, E1), and E ∈ [E1,∞).
For E ∈ [E0, E
b
1), one has only the level E0 corresponding to a point with index 0:
χ(ME) =
∫
ME
dχ = (−1)0 = 1. (A.8)
For E ∈ [Eb1, E
b
2), one has also h(q
b
1) = E
b
1 of index 1:
χ(ME) =
∫
ME
dχ = (−1)0 + (−1)1 = 0. (A.9)
For E ∈ [Eb2, E
t
1), one has also h(q
b
2) = E
b
2 of index 1:
χ(ME) =
∫
ME
dχ = (−1)0 + 2(−1)1 = −1. (A.10)
Now we perform the calculations for E ∈ [Eti , E
t
i+1), where i ∈ {1, ..., g − 1}. At a
critical point qti , with h(q
t
i) = E
t
i , we have the following levels below it: E0, E
t
1, · · · , E
t
i
and Eb1, · · · , E
b
i+1; if i < g− 1, we also have E
b
i+2 (see figure A3). So, for E ∈ [E
t
i , E
t
i+1),
we have
χ(ME) =
∫
ME
dχ =
{
−1− 2i , i < g − 1
+2− 2g , i = g − 1
. (A.11)
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Figure A3. The situation around a generic hole of T2g.
Further, for E ∈ [Etg, E1), the levels E0, E
t
1, ..., E
t
g and E
b
1, ..., E
b
g are below the level E
t
g.
Then,
χ(ME) =
∫
ME
dχ = (−1)0 + g(−1)1 + g(−1)1 = 1− 2g. (A.12)
Finally, for E ≥ E1, we find
χ(ME) =
∫
ME
dχ = (1− 2g) + (−1)2 = 2− 2g, (A.13)
which is the well known result for the Euler characteristic of an orientable closed surface
of genus g.
In summary, the values of χ(ME) can be arranged in the table below:
i-th∆E 0 1 2 3 ... g g + 1 g + 2 g + 3
χ(ME) 1 0 −1 −3 ... −3 − 2g 2− 2g 1− 2g 2− 2g
(A.14)
where ∆E = (3 + g)−1 is the difference between two neighboring levels.
Appendix A.2.2. Analogy between the “magnetization” and the function f(x) = 1−2h(x)
on T2g. It is well known that, in the context of the topological approach to PT, the
energy level is a proper height function in the context of Morse theory. In the following,
we will consider the Euler integral of the function, f = 1 − 2h(x), which we choose
in analogy with the magnetization both in the 1d- and the MF- XY Models; the
magnetization at a critical point q is M(q) = 1 − 2E(q), where E(q) is the energy
at point q in configuration space. Let us calculate 〈1− 2h〉χ, i.e.
〈1− 2h〉χ(E) =
∫
ME
(1− 2h)dχ∫
ME
dχ
. (A.15)
One has E0 = 0, E
b
k = k(3 + g)
−1, Etk = (2 + k)(3 + g)
−1, and E1 = 1. So, for
E ∈ [Eti , E
t
i+1) and i ∈ {1, ..., g − 2}, the levels E0, E
t
1, · · · , E
t
i , E
b
1, · · · , E
b
i+2 are below
Eti , and it follows that
〈1− 2h〉χ(E) = 1 +
6
(1 + 2i)(3 + g)
−
2(i+ 2)(i+ 3)
(1 + 2i)(3 + g).
(A.16)
The k-th (height) level has a value of k/(g + 3), where k = 0, ..., g + 3. The index i in
the expression above can be associated with the level Eti , i.e., the (i+2)-th level. Then,
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we can rewrite (A.16) in the limit g ≫ 1 as
〈1− 2h〉χ(Ei+2)
g≫1
= 1− Ei+2. (A.17)
For E ∈ [Etg−1, E
t
g), the levels E0, E
t
1, ..., E
t
g−1 and E
b
1, ..., E
b
g are below E
t
g−1. Then,
〈1− 2h〉χ(E) = 1−
2(2− g)
(2− 2g)(3 + g)
+
2g(1 + g)
(2− 2g)(3 + g).
(A.18)
The (g + 1)-th (height) level corresponds to the level Etg−1 = (1 + g)/(3 + g) and,
therefore, we can rewrite the expression above in the limit g ≫ 1 as
〈1− 2h〉χ(Eg+1)
g≫1
= 1− Eg+1. (A.19)
On the other hand, for E ∈ [Etg, E1), the levels E0, E
t
1, ..., E
t
g and E
b
1, ..., E
b
g are
below Etg. So,
〈1− 2h〉χ(E) = 1 +
4g
(1− 2g)(3 + g)
+
2g(g + 1)
(1− 2g)(3 + g)
. (A.20)
The (g+2)-th (height) level corresponds to the level Etg = (2+g)/(3+g) and, therefore,
we can rewrite the expression above in the limit g ≫ 1 as
〈1− 2h〉χ(E2+g)
g>>1
= 1− E2+g (A.21)
Finally, for E ∈ [E1,∞), we have
〈1− 2h〉χ(E)=−
2g
2 − 2g
+
4g
(2− 2g)(3 + g)
+
2g(g + 1)
(2− 2g)(3 + g)
. (A.22)
The (g+3)-th (height) level corresponds to the last level E1 = (3+ g)/(3+ g) = 1 and,
therefore, we can rewrite the expression above in the limit g ≫ 1 as
〈1− 2h〉χ(E1)
g≫1
= 1− E1 = 1− 1 = 0. (A.23)
From equations (A.17), (A.19), (A.21), and (A.23), we conclude that in the limit
g ≫ 1, the mean value of the “magnetization” function 〈1 − 2h〉χ(E) is a continuous
function given by
〈1− 2h〉χ(E) = 1−E, E ∈ [0, 1], (A.24)
and varies from one to zero in the energy interval.
Appendix A.3. The constant function f ≡ 1 on the deformed genus g surface T2g,ǫ
Now, we consider the deformed genus g closed surface T2g,ǫ illustrated in figure A4.
Except for the last two levels, the distance between two neighboring levels (among the
g + 1 first levels) in T2g,ǫ is always the same, say ∆E (figure A4). Note that each new
hole adds 1 more level to the height of the surface. This implies 0 = E0 < E
b
1 < E
b
2 <
... < Ebg < E
t
1 = ... = E
t
g < E1 = 1, and a total number of (g+3) levels. Again, we have
∆E = (3 + g)−1 and, therefore,
Ebk =
k
3 + g
, k = 1, ..., g; (A.25)
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Figure A4. The height function h on a deformed genus g closed surface T2g,ǫ.
and also, due to the deformation of the top of each hole,
Etk = 1− ǫ . (A.26)
Notice that those critical points corresponding to Ebi and E
t
i have index 1, while those
corresponding to E0 = 0 and E1 = 1 have index 0 and 2, respectively.
Let f be the constant 1 function on T2g,ǫ. For E ∈ [E
b
i , E
b
i+1), we have
χ(ME) =
∫
ME
dχ = 1− i. (A.27)
Observe that the expression above also applies to E ∈ [Ebg, E
t
i), i.e.
χ(ME) =
∫
ME
dχ = 1− g. (A.28)
On the other hand, for E ∈ [Eti , E1), one has
χ(ME) =
∫
ME
dχ = 1− 2g. (A.29)
Finally, for E ∈ [E1,∞), it follows
χ(ME) =
∫
ME
dχ = 2− 2g, (A.30)
which is the well known result for the Euler characteristic of an orientable closed surface
of genus g.
In summary, the values of χ(ME) are arranged in the table below
i-th∆E 0 1 2 3 ... g + 1 g + 2 g + 3
χ(ME) 1 0 −1 −2 ... 1− g 1− 2g 2− 2g
, (A.31)
where ∆E = (3+ g)−1 is the difference between two neighboring levels (among the first
g − 1 levels).
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Appendix A.4. The “magnetization” function 1− 2h(x) on T2g,ǫ
As already mentioned, we shall integrate the function f(x) = 1 − 2h(x), x ∈ T2g,ǫ, in
analogy with the magnetization of the 1d- and MF-XY models. For E ∈ [Ebi , E
b
i+1), we
have
〈1− 2h(x)〉χ(E) = 1 +
i(i+ 1)
(1− i)(3 + g)
. (A.32)
The k-th (height) level has a value of k/(g + 3), where k = 0, ..., g, which corresponds
to Ebk (the other levels are E
t
j = 1 − ǫ, ∀ j, and E1 = 1). The index i in the formula
above can be associated with the i-th level Ebi = i/(3 + g) and, therefore, it follows in
the limit g ≫ 1 that
〈1− 2h(x)〉χ(Ei)
g≫1
= 1− Ei. (A.33)
It is not difficult to see that the above expression is also valid for E ∈ [Ebg, E
t
i). In fact,
one only needs to perform the summation from k = 1 to k = g, and the calculations
that follow are similar.
On the other hand, for E ∈ [Eti , E1), we have (recall that all the g points
corresponding to Et1, ..., E
t
g have index 1 and the same height 1− ǫ); thus
〈1− 2h(x)〉χ(E) = 1 +
2g(1− ǫ)
1− 2g
+
g(1 + g)
(1− 2g)(3 + g)
g≫1
= −
1
2
+ ǫ. (A.34)
Finally, for E ∈ [E1,∞), we find
〈1− 2h(x)〉χ(E)
g≫1
= −
1
2
+ ǫ. (A.35)
In summary, taking the limits g ≫ 1 and ǫ→ 0 in (A.33), (A.34), and (A.35), the
“magnetization” function 〈1− 2h(x)〉χ(E) presents a discontinuity at E = 1:
〈1− 2h(x)〉χ(E) =


1− E , E ∈ [0, 1)
−
1
2
, E = 1
. (A.36)
Appendix A.5. The Euler Temperature for the genus g surfaces
As seen above, the function that works as an analog for the magnetization on the
genus g surfaces considered as a 2-dimensional model for a “topological transition”
behaves differently in the two cases analyzed. Indeed, for the regular surface T2g
the magnetization is continuous, while for the singular one T2g,ǫ the magnetization is
discontinuous at the level which corresponds to the topological transition. Now let us
evaluate the Euler temperature Tχ for the two genus g surfaces T
2
g and T
2
g,ǫ :
βχ =
1
Tχ
= lim
g→∞
1
g
ln |χ(ME+∆E)| − ln |χ(ME)|
∆E
. (A.37)
Again, the genus g is seen as representing the number of degrees of freedom in the
2-dimensional model for a topological transition.
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Appendix A.5.1. Tχ for the regular genus g surface T
2
g Since the second value of χ(ME)
is 0, the inverse temperature βχ shows a singularity, βχ = ∞, when we pass through
this level (note that it is a trivial singularity, which can be easily removed by replacing
|χ(ME)| by |χ(ME)|+ 1 in the argument of the logarithm).
For the next g − 1 levels, one has χ(MEk) = −(1 + 2k), k = 0, ..., g − 2 and
∆E = (3+g)−1. Then, the inverse Euler temperature at the (k+2)-level (k = 0, ..., g−2)
is
βχ(Ek+2) =
3 + g
g
ln
∣∣∣∣1 + 2k1− 2k
∣∣∣∣ .
(A.38)
The height of the (k + 2)-level is Ek+2 = (k + 2)/(3 + g) and, therefore, in the limit
g ≫ 1 one has
βχ(Ek+2)
g≫1
= 0 . (A.39)
For the remaining levels, the result is the same. In summary,
βχ(E) =
{
+∞ , E = 0
0 , E ∈ (0, 1]
. (A.40)
Note: The infinity at E = 0 can be removed by replacing |χ(ME)| by |χ(ME)| + 1 in
the argument of the logarithm.
Appendix A.5.2. Tχ for the singular deformed genus g surface T
2
g,ǫ As in the case of T
2
g,
the second value of χ(ME) is 0 and it follows that the inverse temperature βχ shows a
singularity, βχ =∞, when we pass through this level (similarly, it is a trivial singularity,
which can be easily removed by replacing |χ(ME)| by |χ(ME)| + 1 in the argument of
the logarithm).
For the next g−1 levels, one has χ(MEk) = −k, k = 1, ..., g−1 and ∆E = (3+g)
−1.
Then, the inverse Euler temperature at the (k + 2)-level (k = 0, ..., g − 2) is
βχ(Ek+2) =
3 + g
g
ln
∣∣∣∣ k1− k
∣∣∣∣ .
(A.41)
The height of the (k + 2)-level is Ek+2 = (k + 2)/(3 + g) and, therefore, in the limit
g ≫ 1 one has
βχ(Ek+2)
g≫1
= 0 . (A.42)
On the other hand, when passing through the last three levels one has ∆E = [2/(3 +
g)− ǫ] and ∆E = ǫ. Therefore, in the limit g ≫ 1
βχ(Eg+2)
g≫1
=
1
2− ǫg
ln 2 (A.43)
and
βχ(Eg+3) =
1
ǫg
ln
[
2g − 2
2g − 1
]
.
(A.44)
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Here, the result depends crucially on the parameter ǫ. We can assume that ǫ = 1/g2, by
analogy with the MF-XY model, where the distance between neighboring levels changes
from 1/N to 1/N2 at the critical point [See (42)]. Under this hypothesis, one finds
βχ(E = 1
−) = ln 2/2; βχ(E = 1) = −∞ . (A.45)
In summary,
βχ(E) =


+∞ , E = 0
0 , E ∈ (0, 1)
1
2
ln 2 , E = 1−
−∞ , E = 1
. (A.46)
Note: The infinity at E = 0 can be removed by replacing |χ(ME)| by |χ(ME)|+1 in the
argument of the logarithm. On the other hand, the same is not true for the singularity
at E = 1.
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